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Tuition on.the rise.-•.•again
When tuition went from $169 to
$197 last Fall, some students
either dropped out of school or
found alternative funding to
continue their education. Next
Fall, tuition will once again

increase. But this time it will not
be so drastic financially.
The cost of tuition for next Fall
will be $206. An increase of less
than $12 per quarter.
This latest increase is the final

phase of the tuition hike passed by
the Washington State Legislature
last year. It was decided by the
Legislature that a tuition hike
would be needed to meet rising
costs of education.

The increase will affect resident, should not be affected by the
undergraduate, graduate, and tuition increase. ,
full-time students, plus Southeast ' "I don't believe that $11 is going
Asian Veterans. Also, the British to discourage students from
Columbia students who attend enrolling," he said. "If it was a
Washington universities because larger sum, like $100, it might but
- of a reciprosity agreement with $11 won't, if students are truly
that province will also have to pay interested in education."
the increase.
According to Bridges, state and
Those only exempt from paying federal financial aid will increase
·more ·tuition will be the · out-of: to pay the tuition hike.
state students. . Their tuition will
However, Southeast Asian .
remain the same.
Veterans might not · get an
The tuition increase is state~ increase in their monthly checks to
wide and' will affect community ·cover the tuition increase.
·
colleges,' regional universities and
The Veterans Affairs Office on
the two major universities.
campus said that usually the "V .A.
According to the Director of keeps up with the cost of living,
Admissions, Lonald (Corky)
(Cont. on . Page 3)
Bridges, next Fall's enrollment
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Civil liberties threatened
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT
"Und~r

this bill •.. the reporters on
your local papers right here in
your own· community would go to
jail for doing notl!ing more than ,
printing a truthflfi story. This bill
is bad enough to begin with, but
they made it worse. In this bill
what they actually do is to take the
worst decisions coDJ.ing down from
the Burger Court."
The bill referred to is Senate Bill
( S.) 1437, the Criminal Code
Reform Act of 1978 (previously
known as S.1 before it was
revised). The statements were
made by Frank Wilkinson, National Executive Director for the
Committee Against Repressive
Legislation (N .C.A.R.L.).
Wilkinson spoke to students here
at Central last week in a noon
speech in the S.U.B. Pit, sponsored by the Washington Association of University Students and
the Ellensburg American Civil
Liberties Union.
The 700 page bill, the largest
ever presented to Congress, is
designed to make massive changes
in the current criminal code. The
changes of criminal code reform
include such legal issues as
expansion of governmental wiretapping authorizations, denial of
bail in non-capital cases, the
banning of advertisements for
abortions, labor disputes and
demonstrations, civil disobedience, . anti-war rallies and draft
counseling.
"The bill is bad", say~
Wilkinson. "We document it very
thoroughly.".
Although Wilkinson says "we
need criminal
code reform," he
1
noted that S. 1437 cannot provide
• reform and still maintain civil
liberties.
"For the individual
AmeriCan it. means a loss of
freedom." He adds that "Sigma
Delta Chi, the journalism fraternity, refers to it (S. 1437) as 2
pounds, 19 ounces of repression."
Section 1842 of S. 1437 would

put more stringent regulations on
·the dissemination of obscene
material. Wilkinson addressed the
issue: '.'If a film or a book appeals
to your prurient interests it's
obscene. And then you develop
community standards ... What is
the community standard? Nobody
knows what the hell prurient
interest means. The Supreme
Court has got itself into a complete
bag on -this thing; it's trying to
work its way out. But this way
every time somebody says a
picture or a book is dirty, the
Supreme Court has to look at it to
try and find out 'Whether it is
prurient or not'. We have the
ridiculous situation ... in the
Supreme Court where soi~ebody's
called a new motion picture a dirty
picture, so the Supreme Court is
trying to decide whether . the
picture appeals to the prurient
interest. And what happens? The
lawyers for the defense of this new
motion picture liter.!J.IIY have to
come before the Supreme Court,
which is supposed to be not an
•evidenciary but a court of appeal,
and what do they do to provide the ·
community standard? . They
literally come in with the
box-office receipts showing that
one million people in southern
California paid five bucks a head to
see the movie in question. And
they say to the judges ... 'your
honors, isn't this a community
standard?' Well, hell yes it's a
community standard." The main
problem with the tightening of
legislative contr.o ls on obscene
materials, says Wilkinson, is that
"the most uptight, straight-laced
person in some suburb of a
community can decide what books,
what magazines, what motion
pictures we're going to be able to
see. , This is a real inroad upon our
intellectual rights to the First
Amendment."
The original criminal code
reform bill, S.l, was L ~pped in the
last Congress. Wilkinson expressed concern about how "The bill is

moving rapidly thr·ough the
House Juciciary Committee and
Senate. S. 1437,n says Wilkinson,
"was presented to Congress by
·senators Kennedy, Thurmond and
McClellan." The bill has already
cleared the Senate, because, as
Wilkinson puts it, Senators
Kennedy and Thurmond "steamrollered" it. The two Congressional Senators from Washington
State, said Wilkinson "didn't even
bother to read the bill before they
signed their approval. Magnuson
and Jackson didn't know about
what they were voting on."
"Draft ·counseling, opposing of
war,· all sorts of tnings would be a
felony," said Wilkinson. "If vou

\

'

had. a notice in: the · c~mpus paper

here announcing any woman ...
that wants an abortion, or needs
and abortion or needs advice
regarding an abortion or advice ·
reg~rding contraception ... that
would be a felony instead of a
right." ·
Wilkinson did not completely
discount the idea of a conspiracy
between drafters and avid supporters ·of the bill and other
governmental advisory groups
such as the Tri-Lateral Commission.
"I don,t know of any direct
connection, but my own reading of
the Tri-Lateral Commission and
the work there and the manner ill

whkh this bill is drafted, if there is
not a direct connection it's an
accident that there isn't, because
this bill gears up to suppress
domestic unrest and to repress
foreign protest. This thing is
aimed in such a way that if there
should be future imperialistic wars
on that part of our country, the
movement for peace in our country
could be silenced. And Labor,
with the unemployment and
inflation so high as it is, that if we
reach the point where we need
more and more strikes to demand
better wages and less inflation this
(the bill) will silence Labor's right

(Cont. on Page 6)

(Photo by_Bill Kossen)
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Crier wins

News Notes
DANFORTH ASSOCIATE
Dr. Corwin King, assistant professor of communication at
Central, has been selected as a Danforth Foundation Associate, a
prestigious higher .education post with a national educational and
philanthropic organization.
. '
.
.
The Danforth Foundation, formed m 1927, is dedicated to
recognition and encouragement of effective undergraduate
college/university teaching.
Associates named to the foundation are to attend regular
regional and area conferences which addres~ a wide r:i~ge of
higher education concerns. Additionally, associat:~ are eligible to
apply for Danforth Foundation grants for specific research or
.
teaching projects.
.
Dr. King's wife, Marianne, also was named an asso:iat~ of the
foundation under a unique aspect of the program which mcludes
spouses of those educators honored.
_
A member of the Central faculty since 1976, Dr. King previously
taught at the University of Wisconsin-Parksi~e. He is a :iative of
Yakima and the son of Mrs. Catherine Kmg, of Yakima, and
Corwin King Sr., of Wapato. His wife's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elwood Miller. also are Yakima residents.
Dr. King, the latest of several Central faculty members honored
as Danforth Associates over the years, is a graduate of W.S.U.
who earned his doctorate from Pennsylvania State University.

AFTER SEVEN YEARS-The Campus Crier was
awarded the second-place honor at the Sigma Delta ,
Chi Awards Banquet last Saturday night. Spring

JAZZ DANCE WORKSHOP
A Jazz Dance Workshop will be presented at Central April
20-21. The danee event is sponsored by Orchesis, Central's
performing dance group, under the direction. of Lana Jo S?arp~.
Three jazz specialists, currently performm~ and teachm¥ m
Portland, will be the guest instructors for the workshop.
The two-day session will begin Thursday at 3 p.m. in the S.U.B.
Ballroom with a lecture demonstration which will include an
introductory mini-class. This first full class is slated for 7-9 p.m. in
the S.U.B. Ballroom. The Friday classes are scheduled from
10-noon and 1-3 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
Participation in the classes is complimentary, although
donations will be accepted.
_
For registration, contact Lana Jo Sharpe at .-963-1951.
LIFESTYLES
Central Mass Media students are continuing their work on
LIFESTYLES, a mini documentary produced for KND,0-TV
Channel 3 in Yakima. ·
Focusing on the lives of people at Cen._tral and Kittitas County,
LIFESTYL~S offers both a wide range of entertainment and
_
information.
With help from . the staff at KCWU Channel 10, the
LIFESTYLES team gains valuable work experience in the field of
television production.
In this LIFESTYLES segment, reporter Deedee O'Malley takes
a look at an Ellensburg resident who makes a living shoeing
horses.
Larry Stevens focuses on Central's Children's <Theatre and its
travelling road show.
Viet Nam veterans and their lives eight years after the war is
covered by Stan Noteboom.
. Kay Cory looks at how Kittitas County residents feel about the
manditory retirement law and possible answers to problems facing
today's senior citizen.
·-. Tamara Anderson puts these segments together for
LIFESTYLES seen April 29, at 3:30 p.m. on KNDO Channel 3 &
23 UHF.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CLUB
The International Student Club of Central is initiating a bold
effort this quarter to raise money for the foreign student
scholarship and loan fund founded by Dr. Paul LeRoy of the .
history department some years ago.
. The club's first plan, now in progress, is the sale of raffle tickets,
· at a $1.donation per ticket, with the first prize winner to receive a
gift certificate for tuition of any one quarter at Central or as an
alternate a $197 gift certificate at J. C. Penny. The second prize
. winner will receive two $5 gift certificates. from Pizza Hut. The
third prize winner will receive a gift certificate for three
hamburgers at Barney's; a gift certificate for two dinners at
Kentucky Fried Chicken, and another gift certificate for $5 at El
Charro's.
. The tickets may be purchased from any International Student
Club member or at the International Programs Office in Peterson
Hall. Anyone interested in assisting the international students at
Central, should contact the International Programs Office,
Peterson Hall, r'oom 202, 963-3612.

1978-79 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
Although the deadline has passed, appiications for financial aid
for 1978-79 are still available in the Office of Financial Counseling
and Financial AiO, Barge Hall, room 209. Late applicants will
depend solely on availability of funds after awards have been made
to "on time" applicants. Students applying for financial aid at
· Central for 1978-79 must complete the confidential statement and
the Central application form. Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. All
notifications of B.E.O.G. e'ligibility must be sent to the Office of
Financial Aid whether it indicates eligible or ineligible.
Awards of financial aid will not be made to undergraduate
students until the Financial Aid Office has the .Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Student Eligibility Report.
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The CAMPUS CRIER newspaper was given a second place
award at the Sigma Delta Chi
professional journalism society
banquet last Saturday night in
Seattle. The award was presented
, to the CRIER for being the
second-best four-year college and
university newspaper in the state
of Washington.
·
Taking first in the competition
was Western Washington University's newspaper, the Western
Front, and third went to the
Spectator of Seattle University.
A total of 3,000 high school,
community college, university,

Editor David Adams and Winter Editor Paul
Fridlund received the awar.d in behaH of the Crier.

and professional newspapers Fridlund, said this award recogentered the 30th annual competi- nizes the accomplishments c;>f a
tion. Out of those 3,000 entries, small group of dedicated people.
only 250 received awards.
He added, they won this award
Fifty-one judges from such major without any help or encouragedaily newspapers as the Denver ment from anyone outside the
Post and the Minneapolis Tribune . CRIER staff. ·
judged the entries.
Fridlund further stated that
This is the first award for the next week will be just as exciting
CRIER since 1970.
because seven CRIER staff memThe judges stated that the bers will travel to Spokane to
CAMPUS CRIER was strong in receive individual awards. The
layout, employed good use of Spokane awards banquet is spongraphics, presented good writing sored by the Inland Empire
and were not ·afraid to tackle Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
issues outside the college commun- The area covered by those awards
ity.
are Eastern. Washington, Eastern
Winter Quarter's Editor, Paul Oregon, Idaho and Montana.

Spring enrollment drops
BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER

Right now, on campus ther.e
are about 5,100 students, this is
in comparison to about 5,300 last
Spring. "We're behind a little bit,
but we expected to be behind.
We'll probably be about 800
students behind than what we
were last Spring," says Bovos.
Bovos says when it's all said and
done, they will probably have close
to 7,200 students total this Spring.
He feels that the majority of those
· 800 students not returning were
· off-campus and part-time and that
. they were not taking that many
credit hours.
Central has a contract with. the

State Legislature for a certain
number of credit hours required to
be taken each quarter-this year
Enrollment continues to be a big
it's 85,339 hour-s~ "They gave us a
issue of concern for this Unicontract and we have to meet that
versity. Although off-campus
registration for Spring Quarter
contract on the average of all three
won't be complete until after the
quarters, and they do threaten to
first of May, it's already evident
take away funds if we don't, and of
that this Spring's enrollment will
course we always worry about
be lower than last Spring's,
that too," says Bovos.
according to Lou Bovos, registrar.
Central's e.nrollment has been
Because Central's enrollment
declining in credit hours but not
has declined, they have had some
that much in students. Last year
funds .taken away which results in
they had o~er 8,000 studen.ts. "~n
department budget cuts. Ifs also
terms of bodies we're ·all right; m
because the state doesn't have the
terms of credit hours we are
money· they used ··to.
constantly worried about that,"
.~:~~.,_,~--~~MDi)-(:).'flK~'~~i~:.
adds Bovos.
Fall and Winter's enrollments
~ere both over and required
85,399 credit hours,· so even
though t1'e Spring en!ollment is
Special spring quarter student s~le
below, it will average o.u t · so
Ce.ntral will beat the State
A oomplete stereo sysfem.
Legislature's contract.
Asked about the general trend
AM-FM Stereo Receiver
.. .. in enrollment, Bovos replied, "we ·
Built-in Cassette Player Recorder
.
·hope it has leveled off and now we
hope to see it go up next year."
At the beginning of the ·1977
academic year, President Brooks
declared that his Number One
priority was to increase the ·
campus enrollment. He estab-:.
Perfect for dorm orhom.e.
lished a committee on the
recruitment an d retention of
Portable Tape students and appointed Dr.
Applegate its chairman.
Asked about the committee's
.R
. eca. r. der for_.cla.ss, 1.·· objective; Dr. Applegate replied,
"The committee is organized with
the primary purpose of increasing.
on-campus enrollment a.nd maintaining or retaining the. ·students.
we already have en_rolled."
Bovos said about the. committee's work, "I think their efforts
will show up in the Fall's
enrollment; I'm very optimistic." ·
As of March 1; there has been a
12 percent increase in admissions
~~~~~•·1·· •e:aa¢~o•u••;~=~,~,,.I. applications to Central.
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Garrity looks ·a t collegeproble~s
· BY DAVID ADAMS

pen'n y of his salary' as he
discussed many of his priorities.
When Dr. Donald L. Garrity
Garrity said assessing the
takes over Central's presidency in
University's strengths, weakAugust, he will earn $48,000 a
nesses, and where his priorities lie
year, live in the President's house
will be the primary concern. And
and will be :making many adjust.he said he will try to start off
ments.
rapidly to. get those assessments
·made.
"I want to know in terms of my
efforts where to put .my priorities
and discuss long and short term
plans with the college community," ' '
Waiting until he can extensively
talk tp people at Central,' Garrity ·
, said staff changes are something
that will have to wait. "I don't
really know enough about the !lrea
or people to make any snap
decisions as of yet."
·
With orientation and assessment -~f the University as the
Number One priority, Garrity said
communication with · prospective
students and raising the level of
support will be :Number Two on
his . list.
One way such a;n improvement
will .come about is through
evaluations of current programs
and working with the faculty.
"I will look closely at many of
the programs at Central, and I
want to work with the faculty on
this," he said. "Then we know
what we are working with .in .
terms of design.
Garrity added that many programs look good on paper but may
need some real improvement.
Asked if the technical program
will be increased to attract
·s,t udents preferring a vocational
Dr. Donald Garrity
education as one method of
improvement, Garrity said, "A
college should not make those
decisions just to maintafo. enroll:
ment.
A university has a
responsibility for the future and
· not offered at Central, or because cannot be run like an advertising
(Cont. from Page 1)
many felt a larger university's ' agency."
but at this time we have no way of ' degree will mean more when
He continued by saying, "You
knowing."
· applying for a job. He did admit . don't pump up or down segments
How will this · increase affect that money was also one factor of a unive:i;sity to solve problems of
recruitment and retention?
why students 'leave.
'
the moment. Adjustments must
According to Director Bridges,
be made with care l:>ecause a
university is a complex entity. A
"That's happening now, especially
university stands out with the
on the western side of the
Support CRIER
responsibility to keep knowledge
mountains."
Bridges said the difference in
and create knowledge."
Advertisers
,With recruitment and retention
tuitfon between Central and the
_being a main emphasis at Central
University of ;Washington is not
verv much, but Central's and ·the
community colleges' ar~, to a' great
deal.
Citin·g an example, Bridges said,
"A student from Seattle can' go to
·New or remodel work and
the University of Washington
cheaper than Central by commutcommercial construction.·
ing and living at home or sharing a
Satisfaction guaranteed.
house."
Bridges said that each year
about 250 students transfer to the
~hone: 968-3501 Evenings
University of Washington. However, he pointed out that tuition is
Essex ,
Free Estimates.
not the only reason. He said many
students leave to enter programs
. But aside from . adjusting to
Ellensburg, as opposed to • San
Francisco, Dr. Garrity will work to
learn the duties of a new college
president.
,
·
·In a telephone' interview last
Saturday, it s<;>unded as if Dr.
Garrity will be ·earning every

I.'

·unfavorable tuition hike

from the current_president's 'office lective bargaining, however,
on down, Dr. Garrity said · he especially . where it would be put
doesn't know how ·successful the ' into education. · "Yoti must
program is, , but is interested · in differentiate between ~ommunity
finding out.
colleges and universities," he said.
Putting an emphasis on sustain"In community colleges collecing quality, Garrity said he will tive ·b argaicing was an attempt to
look at the program thoroughly · 'become more involved in the
and then make a judgment.
decisions that directly . affected
"I do have prejudices of what I faculty," Garrity said. "Where as
would want to do," he said. "But in 4-year institutions, collective
that's unfair without knowing bargaining has become !1 bread
about the program. I answered a ·and butter issue." ·
lot of questions while I was at
If Central's faculty made a push
Central and didn't get to talk to a. for coUecti ve bargainil:ig. Dr.
lot of people."
Garrity said he will stay neutral in
A college president does more that issue dealing witn faculty.
than assess programs and work
"I understand that ,ci_r~um
on recruitment projects, he must stances come to exist that the
work with the state . legislature, _ faculty doesn't have any alternaand act as a liaison between the tive." .· He added, "Under those
college and . the· legislature.
circumtances, if I was a faculty
One· big issue he will face with member, I would support it."
the legislature will be the budget. , In discussing collective bargaiI1"I have heard noises about the ing . and faculty, the subject of
uncertainty of what the state tenure arose. And for Dr. Garrity,
might do as far as education and tenure has two meanings.
Central.
I want a rapid
"I believe in tenure in terms of
assessment of that entire area," he the way it was initially conceived,"
said.
he said. "For the great . bulk of ~
But what proportion of his time faculty; tenure is a word that is a
will be devoted to legislative short hand way of controlling what
work? Dr. Garrity said at this is meant by academic freedom."
time he had no way of knowing.
Dr. Garrity stated that acaHe said it will take considerable demic freedom should be maintime to help Central and sustain · tained and protected.
·~our"· friends.
"On 'budgetary
But he disagreed with · the
matters," he added, "you just need second meaning . tacked onto
to spend the time necessary."
tenure. He said just · because a .
Besides the budget, there is professor has tenure it does not
another item that Dr. Garrity mean he doesn't have to continue
might face in the legislature. That to do a good job. "I don't believe
item deals with collective bargain- that there is any more protection
ing powers which many Central · given to any other American
professors are trying to obtain, worker," he said.
·
and Dr. Garrity said he is not
On the other hand, Garrity
opposed to that. ·
explained that many times a
"I know it's possible for . professor does have ~o teach
universities to· live and survive classes outside his area- of
with collective bargaining," h€ · expertise. In these instances, a
said. "I think it comes as the professor should not · be repriresult of a state of unfortunate manded, ie said.
affairs; faculty torn to it as a .,...-""!!!P~R~O~F~E!!'!'S'!!!'!IS!!!!l!l!O!iil!!INll!!iA~L~T!'!'Y!!!!!P!"!"IS'!!"T~..iiii
reasonable level of support when
Will do .theses, term·· papers,
nothing else , works.''.
Dr. Garrity does have some course work, tables, charts, etc.
concerns about maintaining col- Call: 925-1727. Ask for Gail.
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WE SUPPORT THE CRIER'S EFFORT TO CONTINUE .

Choose your shape,
siz~, and ·price range,. ,.

& Galaxy_Roo·m

For sheer -elegance choo~~ ·a
diamond. Its exquisite beauty·~
and brilliance adds to any , ··
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From $100
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Editorial Page
.~

Ken Munsell

Crier reincarnated

f\~~,Issue dispute
\

~

We're back. The demise of the
CAMPUS CRIER has been barely
averted. This issue of the CRIER
is ,being put together with bailing
wire, spit and a few pieces of
chewing gum. None of the staff
are being paid except a very few
skilled production workers. Those
are being paid barely enough to.
buy a nitcher of beer next Friday.
· Th~s newspaper is being published because the staff has
refused to let the CRIER die. The
staff has won seven individual
journalism awards and the paper
has been chosen the second-best
college newspaper in the entire
state. This is not the time to roll
over and play dead.
The CRIER is publishing because the staff has a feeling of
solidarity and aecomplishment.
We must also, however, thank a
few people for their roll in keeping
the newspaper's head above
water. First, Don Guy, the Dean
of Student Development has
shown great faith in the paper. He
has given us the go-ahead to keep
publishing on a VERY limited
budget. He has also constantly
supported our efforts in the past.
Steve DeCou, owner of the' Pizza
Mia, realized that the CAMPUS
CRIER was needed by EllensQurg
businesses to reach students. He
mobilized many of the downtown
businessmen to pay past bills, and
to buy ~ore advertising. These
new revenues are directly responsible for the CRIER'S continued

•---------•llililiiiiiimi

publication_~.

The CRIER ran out of money
because the staff never received
up-to-date~ information on our
spending. ·, The . paper, therefore~
did not. ~now it WJlS running in the
· . red utitfl the editor and the
business manager DEMANDED
curre·nt iilf<>rm,ation. They then
found t~fb.udget had been spent. ·.
This wa:s f<>~~d ONLY through th.e '
efforts oi'. the CRIER staff.
Administra;tors later told us that if
. ~~ ,hadn't demanded the current,

correct figures, they would not
have found the cost overrun until
mid-May.
This demise of the
CRIER occurred because the staff
demanded the correct figures and
acted with fiscal responsibility.
At this point, · the CRIER staff
turned to· Don Guy. He, very
properly, told the staff that it
could not publish unless it only
used ads revenue and money from
back billings, if collectable. The
CRIER then turned to President
James Brooks for help. He has
control over a Joint Student Fees
fund of about $35,000. This fund is
for use when students feessupported activities go broke, and
has been used to support student
organizations in the past.
The CRIER asked for and
received a meeting with Brooks.
Later, the day of the meeting, the
CRIER called Brooks. He said
that the meeting would be of little
value and told us to work with Don
Guy, putting the CRIER back on
square , one.
Since that time,
~rooks has not responded · to this
issue.
Brooks did, however, -. tell representatives of the Black Student
Union, in ataped meeting~· that the
CRIER had blown its budget and
had gotten itself into its ' mess.

fJASINO
ROYALE
April 21
9:00 pm to 1 :00 am
SUB Ballroom and Theater
Dance with 0ne Step Further"
11

11

Also featuring Magic Show Expression"
with Stephen Russell and Tracy Lund
Plus other Special Attractions

Advanced Tickets: $5.00 couple $6.00 at the door
·
$3.00 single $4.00 at the do-or
Tickets on sale at the SUB information booth.

BE THERE!

G.O.Hansen

\
/).

-....... .

A weekend visit to the Univer- of the U. of W.'s timber lands have
sity of Washington campus re- been criticized. These issues make
minded me of how impoverished an editorialist's choice of subject
Central is by comparison-particu- matter almost too simple.
larly in issues ripe for editorial
This is hot meant to suggest
that issues and problems confrontcomment.
While Central has been wonder- ing Ceotral's students are any less
ing where its next dollar will come important but that the U. of W.'s
• from, the U. of W. is again emotionally charged controversies
embroiled in how it should invest offer the editorialist a rich source
its millions. At this time students for debate.
and faculty are questioning the
What has perhaps been most
morality of the University's striking about the major issues of
ownership of stocks in corpora- concern to stude'nts at the
tions that do business in South University of Washington is that
Africa.
they often have nothing to do with
These disputes concerning the the basic purpose of a universitydisposition of University invest- i.e. providing a good education.
ments and properties have often · Here at Central, the situation is
been the focus of campus dissent. much diff~rent.
The trustees
This remark shows a total lack of When Central was being threat- aren't concerned with foreign
understanding of the CRIER'S ened with closure twenty years investments or vast tracts of land
problems. This could have been ago, Beatniks (proto-hippies) were but with the problem of maintaincorrected if he had met with the occupying derelict buildings near ing Central's present status.
staff, our advisor, or Central's Seattle's King Street Station on
Consequently the issues and
Budget Office.
property owned by the University. problems confronting Central's
This is especially unfortunate The legal battles that ensued students are at times difficult to
since he has told a Yakima between the Bohemians and the · define and much more difficult to
Herald Republic reporter he is
trustees provided ample copy for resolve. Perhaps the untimely.
interested in finding another job the University Daily and the demise and resurrection of the
as a college president. Lack of humor magazine, Columns.- CAMPUS CRIER does serve a
interest in students and student
which incidentally lost its funding 'purpose. Munsell has had the
institutions is hardly a _plus in the . circa 1960-a situation with which opportunity to tackle an issue
unrelated to cheap grad.es and the
field of academic administration.
many of us can sympathize.
It is heartening that presidentMore recently, the policies of deterioration of educational elect Donald Garrity has · told
State Land Commissioner Bert quality.
the CRIER that he sympathi.Zes
Cole con~erning his management
with the CRIER staff and
commended the staff ;s efforts to
Nate Smith
stick together. The Chairperson of
Central's Board of Trustees, Linda
Clifton, has also ' given the
volunteer staff her support.
The CRIER raised salaries at
the start of the school year. This
was done so students could afford
A lot of people in this country price, the burger is usually pretty
to work. .The CRIER is an
.
have
begun to realize that the only inexpensive. Must ·be tried.
academic exercise, but it takes so
Pizza-A delightful, exotic dish.
much of a student's time that some · good life is a healthy one, and to
Lots
and lots of healthy· cheese
stay
healthy
they
have
redisremuneration is in order. This
usually wor]:ts out ~o $1 or less per covered the value of a good diet. with a generous helping _of tomato
hour for the sta,ff, ·many of. whom There are ma·ny health foods sauce heaped onto a round crust.
presently on the market that can Pizza is also · remarkably acceswork 40 to 50,hours each week.
Now, in a fit o.f insanity, the staff almost .g'uarant'e e full, . rich: life. sable, available at any restaurant
·
that deals in the unique, or in the
is working for fre~. We just want Here are just a few:
frozen food section of your local
Hamburgers-What can I say?
to serve the students and the
school. Many people are making A favorite among health freaks for health food supermarket.
Candy Bars'- Ah, sffgar, wonthis possible. We can only thank generations, the lowly hamburger
them. To resume full operations, is not only good for you, but also derful sugar! How natural! How
the CRIER needs $2,000. It is not easily obtained. Burgers (excel- downright organic! But don't let
lent with cheese) can be found on that scare .YOU, a lot of rrreat
much money, but only one person
the menus of many fine -restau- companies deal · exclusively in
has the power to allot this money:
rants that cater to the discriminat- processed sugar, which tastes
President James Brooks.
ing health nut. A bargain at any better anyway. Candy bars are
the ·stuff we all grew up on, and
not only are they about the least .
expensive source of nutrition we
have, they're also the most fun.
Tear off the wrapper and enjoy.
Soda Pop-Bubbly, Bubbly!
Sparkling! Refreshing! Soda pop!
I love iH Enough said!
Editor·in-Chief:
David Adams
Sugar-Coated Cereals-As they
Production Monager:
M.R. Golden
say, breakfast is the most
Busin ess Mo nag er :
important meal of the day. It
Mary Mohan
Ad Manager :
·makes a difference in your whole
Pam Whitener
day. And what better way to start
Copy Ed i tors :
Associate Editor:
the day than with a little good
Clarice Burton, Gayle Burton
tasting nutrition? Lots of sugar
Becky Prieur
here in the sugar-coated variety,
Production.
Staff:
Feature Ed i tor :
and if you have to buy the
Bill Kossen,
Lyn McCracken
Bill Kossen
unsweetened kind, be sure to put
Feature Staff:
Ty pist:
lots of sugar on it. There's no
Jody Doigneovlt, Les Fitzpatrick
Charlotte Schwenker
point in eating breakfast if it
Mory Mahan, Lyn McCracken
Equipment Manager:
doesn't taste good.
Becky Prieur, Faith Wentz
Jody Daigneault
Popsicles-Colorful as a rainEditoria I Staff:
Graphic Artists:
bow, popsicles come in a variety of
~.O. Hansen,
Bill Kossen
flavors, and can usually be
Steve Fisk, Matt Love
Ken Munsell,
Note Smith
purchased in convenient packages.
Photo Editors :
News Staff:
A must for the aficionado of frozen
Lyn McCracken
Bill Kossen,
Dove Christopher, Pot Hadaller
fare.
Damian Schwarz
Brad Peck,
Vol Vardeman
Well, this is just a partial listing.
I could have mentioned candied
Aris & Entertainment Editor:
The newspaper of Central Washington University, published
apples, french fries, cotton candy,
weekly during the academic year except during registration,
Mary Zumbrunnen
vacation and the final week of each quarter. Views expressed are
eorn dogs, or bubble gum, but I
not necessarily those of students, staff and editors of Central
Sports Editor:
Washington University. Advertising material presented does not
think
you get the idea. Let's hope
imply endorsement. Serond class postage paid', Ellensburg, Wa ..
98926.
Jock Corey
that the current trend toward
health food continues and we all
live a little longer.

Eat wrong!
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Letters to the Editor
Grain, ·
corn and·
potatoes·
DEAR EDITOR:
Robert L. Wilder, administrator
of the Interagency Committee for
Outdoor Recreation, speaker at
Central, gives warning that high
priority parks and recreation
areas grants from our National
Government will not be so easy to
come by.
To that I say,
good, not that I don't believe in
sports and recreation. I really do,
especially for our younger generation, but let us realize that it
doesn't grow gram, potatoes, mild
or cows, therefore, doesn't set a
very appetizing table.
Now, I shall say thanks to our
Governor, to our Evergreen State
of Washington and President
Carter, that we realize that the
billions of debts hanging over us
can only be paid back if we make
sensible use of our God given
Natural Resources, such as water
and others for electricity and
irrigation. That years ago we
thought was so abundant that
there was no end to it.
yours for a better country and
world for all walks of life to live in.

LAURENCEMELLERGAARD
CLARK RUNYAN

Degree
program
·d efended
DEAR EDITOR:
Re:
Rebuttal to article "Offcampus Students Said . Short~
changed", by. Nancy Wolff, March

Canedo's statement, "off-campus
students are often too tired to be
interested in their classes," and
Dr. Keller's insinuation that a
degree earned ,in an off-campus
program does not measure up to a
degree earned in an on-campus
program.
The Extended Degree Program
I am a part of is the Business and
Accounting Proyram; There are
more than 200 st dents enrolled in
this program, e~ch pursuing
individual interests. intent on
learning and building a firm
foundation for future job opportunities and adv;:i.ncement. We are
adults and expect quality education. Whether the class is taught
day or night, we are there to learn.
If a class shows Jack of interest, it
is due to poor teaching ability or
lack of enthusiasm and organiza·
tion by the instructor. Because
our program is located in the
Puget Sound area, we do not need
those things Dr. Canedo considers
important: · campus_aura, transition stability, cultural exposure.
We probably have better rapport
between student and faculty than
occurs on-campus.
We do need the return of
student activity funds to off.
campus centers to augment the
program in · the way of outside
speakers, mini-seminars, employment placement information,
inter-program communications
and student services available to
on-campus students. Not only are
our tuition fees subsidizin_g oncampus departments, but our tax
dollars support the University.
Our program alone provided
over $17,000 in student activity
funds, of ·which NONE has been
used for our benefit here. We do
not need petty put-downs about
administrative problems that call
be easily solved, we need positive
~upport from the University by
making the academic and business
community aware that our program is an extention .- of the
excellent reputation of Central ·
Washington University, because
_that is what we represent.

2, 1978!

.

a

. As
student of an .Extended .JANET PADGETI',
Degree Program ,at Lynnwood . BUSINESS ·ADMINISTRATION
Center, . I resent comments of . MAJOR, C.W~U., EXTENDED
several Department Directors DEGREE PROGRAM,
quoted in the article, namely, Dr. LYNNWOOD CENTER .

~~DOCGGOOCOOOCO=i0lii11911i'6CIOCIOCIOClllCMllOCllOCllOGCMIOOOO. .

THE LIBRARY-A PARABLE
Once there was a lovely
bubbling fountain from which
poured cool, refreshing water.
People came from near and far to
partake of the nourishing fluid.
They formed lasting friendships
and their children arid children's
children came to drink. One day a
·group who called themselves
"Planers" became ambitious and
surrounded the fountain with
barricades (curbs, one-way
streets, parking meters and no
parking signs). It became difficult
for any but the most courageous to
hurdle the obstructions. Where
once there were happy reunions as
people drank of the bubbling
liquid, now there was only a trickle
and the groups were only 2 or 3.
People moaned and grumbled, the
Planners were deaf to the moans.
Then there were outcries of
protest against the barricades,
which were now more solid than
ever in their concrete-there were
pleas and cries of anguish. Still
the Planners turned away. And
then one day the fountain was dry
and the Planners kept on Planning
and Planning and Planning and
then there was nothing.

parkil)g lot, both of which require
-me to PAY to PARK. I chose to
pay the ticket since I don't use
the parking "privilege" enough to
be worth a sticker. Each time I've
been to traffic court to pay my
fine, -I've met people like myself,
also paying their fines. Let me
share some very interesting statistics we obtained on our last visit.
The total number of tickets
issued at Central since October 1,
1977 is 4,234.
Monthly breakdown:
OCT.-1,304-(0ct. 2 there were
127, Oct. 23 there were 139, Oct.
-30 there were 128.)
NOV.-926-(Nov. 14 there
were 132:)
If it takes 5 minutes to write a
ticket and deposit it on a
windshield, then about 120 hours
were spent giving out tickets in
October alone!)
DEC.-141
JAN.-947-(Jan. 13: 104.)
FEB.-811-(Feb. 9: 102, Feb.
13: 109.)
MARCH-105-(lst 7 days.)
Further, do you reali~e that the
money collected for traffic fines on
campus goes into the state general
treasury? From there the money
is dispersed for any state

~
~\)

expenditure. The money is not
earmarked for Central.
How long is this going to go on?
When are the powers-that-be
going to admit that we have a
parking problem at Central?
When are we going to finally
impress upon the Planners that a
parking lot is needed now by the
Library. Further, my observation
is that we are over-policed and
have an over-abundance of parking areas which- require permits.
To me, one of the most repulsive
sights f ve seen is the row of
parking meters beside the most
important building on the campus!
When I ]oined °th-e Central faculty-I
was pleased to observe students
lounging, visiting and browsing in
the library. That's one of the main
function~ of a University library.
We now have a beautiful new
building which could become the
"bubbling fountain') on our University if the Planners, whoever
they are, would just give us free
access! I believe that if an idea is
educationally sound, it is administratively possible!

DR. DOROTHY SHR1'DER,
ASSOCIATE PROF. OF
EDUCATION

Sky Diving Classes
inEllensburg .

Licensed instruction, all ,·
gear provided. U .S.P .A.
affiliated. Form.o re information, call Sue, 925-4381
evenings or C~ntral W a.
Sky Divers, _(509) 829-6542

Recently I paid my third
parking ticket for illeg-al parking
at the pbrary. My choice, when I
went to return some A. V.
materials, was to . pay a parking
ticket or carry the materials from
Nicholson Pavilion or the u_~treet

·A documentary
of the plight ofprostituteS and

....--NOW--

.C.O.Y .O.T.E. Speaker,

Thursday &Friday ·.

Debra Boyer

.

.

BONG SHOW----$20 Each Night

I
I

Tickets
•
tic
teacher

Explaining
decriminalization
of prostitution.

10-12 p.nt.
Dance till l :30

at

THE CROSSROADS

S. U.B. Theatre 7: 30 p.in..
Tuesday, April 25
Admission $1
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Dean to be Northern Montana Prez
Dr. James H. M. Erickson, dean
of Centra1's School of Professional
Studies, today was named president-elect of Northern Montana
State College.
Dr. Erickson, who has served as
a professor of education and dean
at Central since 1974, will assume
the Montana presidency August 1.
Northern Montana State College, a liberal arts-technologyeducation institution of about
1,200 students, is located at Havre,
Montana near the Canadian
border.
_
Dr. Erickson, who came to
Central from the ·University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse, has headed,
as dean, the departments of aerospace studies, business education
& administrative management,
education, home economics, family

& consumer studies, physical education, technology, industrial &
safety education, and such programs as early childhood education, teacher education, career
studies and the safety center.
Dean Erickson said he is excited
and pleased by "the challenge" of
the Montana presidency but that
he will deeply regret leaving his
many friends and colleagues at
Central.
Prior to his four years at
Central, Dr. Erickson served for
many years at the University of
Wisconsin, including 10 years as
_dean of the graduate school there.
He also has been on the faculties of
Arizona State College and Ball
State University. He received his
B.S. degree from the University of
Minnesota, his M.Ed. from the
University of Colorado, and an

Ed.D. from the University of
Wyoming.
Active in numerous professional
organizations, Dr. Erickson also
has been an avid golfer and flying
enthusiast while in Ellensburg.
Dr. Erickson and his wife, Mittie,
have two children, a son, Mark, 16,
and a· daughter, Karen, 20.
The Central academic vice
president, Dr. Edward Harrington, who said Dr. Erickson will be
missed by the University, credited
the departing dean with having
helped Central's off-campus programs' growth.
"Although we are sorry to see
him leave, we are pleased that he
has been afforded this career
opportunity and know that he will
do an excellent job as a president,"
Dr. Harrington said.

Bill deented unconstitutional
(Cont. from Page I)

Dr~

James H. M. Erickson

FOREIGN -CAR ·REPAIRS
AND PARTS

·INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main · 925-5539

to strike .. . but in terms of direct
connection between the Tri-Lateral Commission, y~u know, I don't
think they'd tell us if there was. I
think that's super-secret stuff that
we'll never know about until it's
too late ... at this point all I can say
is that there is a direct coincidence
between this gearing up for
represssion-domestically · and
foreign policy (wise), with the
moves of the Tri-Lateral Commission to prepare for further
American adventures overseas,
which I see in the Tri-Lateral
Commission and the silencing of
the Third-World demands.
"I think the people who stand to
gain the most would be those who
are trying to maintain 'the status
quo. The .person who wants to
engage in some paramilitary
adventure overseas and without
noise, without conflict, without
objection, would gain from this
because those who would protest
would be silenced; the employer
who wants to keep wages exactly
where they are would benefit
because an effective move on the
part of Labor to strike and demand
higher wages could be suppressed
... whoever works for basic social
change is going to lose."
If the bill is passed in the House
and signed by the President,
authorizations for increased intel-

ligence operations on students and
professors on University campuses thr9ughout the country
could be stepped up. Wilkinson
said, "The expansion of Federal
jurisdiction has many, many laws,
that ordinarily would be handled
by the local community police or
the State of Washington police,
will now ,be handled by the
Federal Government, which does
mean that you will have F.B.I.
agents coming in superceding the
role that would normally be done
by the local police. There's no
question about it."
Wilkinson said that the proponents of the bill have used
secrecy as leverage in an attempt
to rush the bill through final
hearings and passage. ~'This was
from Strom Thurmond's office
when he was questioned about the
fact that they (Senators Kennedy
and Robert J;lyrd, as well as
Thurmond) had ... kept iiiformation from any other Senator and the public that this bill was
coming up. They said by so doing
'we thought we could', I'm quoting
directly, 'cut off outside interest
group opposition. We didn't want
to get caught in any public
relations war.' That's a direct
quote from Strom Thurmond,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson stated that his fore-

most goal is to ··get the Congress
to shelve the bill" by informing the
public of the situation concerning
the bill and getting citizen
support. "We hope to get a few
hundred letters (to Congress) out
of this university," he said. Many
of the sutdents responded postively when Wilkinson put forth
the question-"Are you going to
do something to try and stop it?"

PHI KAPPA PHI SOCIETY
The Phi Kappa Phi is a national
honor society. It is different from
other honor societies, in that it
recognized superior work in all
academic fields.
Professor Keller, president of
Central's chapter, said it's been in
existence three years now.
During Spring Quarter, they elect
new members from the graduating
class. These members are then
asked to speak at the graduation.
He added that, in Spring Quarter
they also name a faculty member
"Scholar of the Year." ·
To become a member of Phi
Kappa Phi, one must be elected.
Members may be elected, if
they're in the upper 7 percent of
their class for undergraduates;
upper 3 percent for juniors and
graduates are elected on a limited
basis.

1

•Woinen's Rights Project.. '
• of.ACLU Presents...
·~
Workshop on Sexism in Higher 1:·.~
Education. Sat., April 22
~=
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. S. U.B. 204-2051
~
Everyone is welcome
~

·~i:r11rn::r·uurn~~~m..~tm:~t.:-.~'f.~~if,.u..1

Want to get away from it all this
Summer? Break away to U.P.S.
There're small, relaxed classes ·and a
one-month-long session to uncrowd you.

For . mor~ information, call or write:
Summer Sessions,
University of Puget Sound, 1500
N. Warner, Tacoma, Wa. 98416,
(206) 756-3207.

UPS
The Uncrowded Alternative.
I

The Universit of Pu · et Sound

· .•_._ .:· · ·.=...~7.&M.:.

I

~ --~
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Profile ofiln EllensbUrg playbdy
.

.

•

BY BILL KOSSEN

would say I was hated after the
first six months because I would
He is an Ellensburg playboy
never speak tc> them again."
and has quite a story to tell.
"My mother actua1ly thought I
We'll just call him L.B. to
was a homosexual at one time,
protect the innocent.
because I didn't ever bring a girl
Perhaps you've even seen him at home from college for her to
a downtown bar, with a couple meet. When I told her I had had
girls hanging on his arms and a over 200 women, she nearly
glaze in his eyes. He's down there fainted right into her mashed
often. To hear him tell it, lovers · potatoes," L.B. fondly reminare born, not made.
.
isces .
. "I got my start when I was
"My mother thinks I'm an
laying in the hospital nursery the egotistical maniac," ·he adds
day after I was born," L.B. starts.
with a laugh.

,"My mother actually thought l
was a homosexual"
"Evidently I pinched a nurse. I
remember it distinctly."
This incident set the course for
the .rest of L.B.'s life. He never
relied on words to pick up a girl
again.
"I'm usually rendered speechless by drugs by the time I get
downtown anyway," L.B. mumbles while adding, "I just look
good and the women come up to
me and they are the ones with the
Jines."
"I usually blunder if I attempt
at lines. I'm just casual and
cocky," he says with a grin.
Casual and cocky must be good
enough, for L.B. estimates that
he has known (in the Biblical
sense) at least 250 women since
he arrived at Central seven years
ago. Included in that total "is half
of the women on the third floor
when I first came to school. I

Well, it looks like incest is out
of the picuture for L.B. but that's
alright by him. He isn't even
attracted to sheep. He maintains
he is an avowed heterosexual, but
his male roommate said that L.B.
has bothered -him at night
"considerable times."
These times allegedly happen
when L.B. and his buddy "Hibbs"
hit the town at night.
"Hibbs and I will start at the
Crossroads; work our way up to
Webster's, The Tav and then
Goofy's by about 11 p.m.," says
L.B., in explaining a typical night
on the town for him.
"But there is no typical
weekend in Ellesburg," he
explains. "There are either
parties, keggers, games, drug
parties, sexual parties-we've
had sexual parties at my house as
a matter of fact."

•

But the kinkiest thing he ever
did must have been on a
basketball court somewhere.
"It was four on one," notes L.B.
But his life is not all fun and
games. L.B. likes to read, too.
"I read Hustler, Gallery, Girl's
Galore, Playboy and Penthouse.
The last ·book I read was
Portnoy's Complaint."
He has a refined taste for
music, avoiding the mainstream
top 40 garbage . .
"My favorite groups are the
Winkies, Budgie, George Thoro- good and the Destroyers and
Rory Gallagher."
Prime-time TV also holds no
appeal for this man of the world.
"I like to watch Hogan's Heroes
and Adam-12."
_When L.B. isn't watching TV,
listening to music or satiating his
iascivious desires, he likes to play.
most sports, "eat steak and

it's dosing I kinda 'wzzz wzzz'
(call a couple over) and if they
need a ride home ... "
By his own admission then,
L.B. is easy. He believes in love
at first sight, "second sight and

"My mother thinks I'm an
egotistkal maniac,"
·vegetables," and doze in the sun.
Once in awhile, he even goes to
class.
But not often. He knows
everything he needs to make it in
this world. But he asserts he is no
bustler, in business or pleasure.
"I never hustle. That's ridiculous. It's a crush to the male ego."
How does he meet so many
girls then?
"I just like the stray girls. I
hang out in front of a bar and when_

no sight at all, the lights could be
totally off."
But the morning after. Oh, the
morning after. ·
"I have many, many regrets
the next day. But I casually say I
have to go to work, or I have an
appointment, or I have to hurry
up and leave by twelve ... works
every time."
But time is running out for
. L.B.'s swinging days. "rll settle
down in a few r_ears. I've had my

. A

..

fling," he says as the telephone
rings.
While talking on the phone, his
roommate comes over and says
he doesn't know what fling L.B. is
talking about. He offers his
impression of the Central Casan. ova.
"He's a down and everything
he says is a lie. He doesn't even
have a clock!" exclaims the man .
who shares a bathroom with L.B.
The telephone .conversation
completed, L.B. returns to say
that he has never been unsuccessful while attempting to score.
"I wouldn't. make a move unless
I kn-ew I could score; I can tell by
eye contact, it's all in the eyes,"
L.B. concludes.
Is this man for real? Let's hear
it out there. All who believe him
say "Eye!" Sorry L.B.'s roommate, but the eyes have it.

New SONY Cassette Decks
TOPS IN LOOKS, PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY I
The Model
TC-K3:

$220

·rM Dolby Laboratories. Inc.

Model T.C-K4
FEATURES
•Front-loading, front-panel control convenience ·
....
• DC servo-controlled motor
• Ferrite-and-ferrite head
• Dolby* noise reduction system
• Three-position bias and equalization switches for standard ·
(Fe), ferri-chrome (FeCr) and chromium dioxide (Cr02) tapes
•Standby capability for timer-activated record or playback
• Rec-mute for instant muting during recording
•Large, easy-to-read VU meters
• All-mode automatic shut-off
• Air-damped cassette compartment for smooth eject
• Removable cassette. compartment lid for easy maintenance
• Headphone jack

FEATURES
•Front-loading, front-panel control convenience
• DC servo-controlled motor with frequency generator
• Ferrite-and-ferrite head
• Dolby* noise' reduction system
• Switchable FM multiplex filter for Dolby recording of stereo FM
broadcasts
• Three-position bias and equalization switches for standard
(Fe), ferri-chrome (FeCr) and chromium dioxide (Cr02) tapes
• Standby capability for timer-activated record or playback
•Rec-mute for instant muting during recording
•Large, easy-to-read VU meters, plus LED peak level
indication
• Removable cassette compartment lid for easy maintenance
•All-mode automatic shut-off
• Headphone/line output level control
•Air-damped cassette compartment for smooth eject

·Any n_
e w. SONY® product·is
bound to be good; these offer a
unique blend of performanc·e , · .
reliability, fe_atures .and price to
deserve our highest recommen~
dation. Come in~Qnd see why!

•TM Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Th e Mode/
LIMITED SPECIAL-ENDS-APRIL 30
3-SONY C-90-CR Cassettes
(Chromium Dioxide) FREE with

deck purchase.

($ l 4.37 value)

TC-K4:$
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2
.,.

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl "962-2830
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For Health's
Sake

Start your engines!

M.R. Golden

A WINNING SMILE: Dr. Calho11!1 displays his r,nthusi~sm
challenges.

l:l"'

he thinks of past victories and future

for $350, hut needed extensive
work done on both the body and
engine. Originally a street car, the
It's spring-time and once again Alfa-Romeo had to be modified and
race car drivers in the Pacific then painted the car himself.
Northwest are warming up their With help from a friend, he rebuilt
engines·for another season. One the engine. The car now sports an
such driver is right here in our all-aluminum 4-cylinder engine
midst at Central. His name-Dr. with double overhead cams and is
David Calhoun. His car-a 1959 worth somewhere in: the area of
$2,500.
Alfa-Romeo.
As in all sports there are safety
Dr. Calhoun has been teaching
many of the woodworking courses requirements and some of these
here at Central for the past five precautions in auto racing are:
years. He began racing . cars in Nomex fire-proof clothing, a
1975 under a Novice Program and helmet, roll bar, fire extinguisher .
was observed until he was- and a technical exam before each
determined a skillful driver. In race. You must also have been a
this first season, Calhoun com- participant in the Novice Program
peted three times under the and have a license to race cars.
observation and in the following
Dr. Calhoun ·usually races every
seasons he began racing in other weekend in the Northwest
championship races. Since he first during -spring and summer. His
began racing, Dr. Calhoun has won last race was in British Columbia
twice, placed second eight times where he took first place in his
and third once.
class (classes are divided up
The Alfa-Romeo was purchased depending on the size and speed of
BY LYN MCCRACKEN

Summer Session June 19toAugust 18

Professional
training in:

DANCE
DESIGN
FINE ARTS
MUSIC
THEATER
BFA.BM,BAA

CORNISH

INSTITUTE

OF ALLIED

ARTSD·

· 71 O East Roy St . Seattle Wa. 98102 (206) 323-1400
writeJcall for catalog

a \!ar). · Calhoun arrives at the
track on a Saturday and is then
· timed to qualify for a grid position.
The fastest cars are further up in .
the grid and the slower cars
farther back. The big race is on
Sunday and usually lasts thirty
minutes at most tracks. Many of
the tracks are two miles long with
about six to ten turns and are like
normal road conditions other than
the speed in which they're taken._
T9p speed for Calhouns' AlfaRomeo is about 115 mph on a
straight stretch. Although, the
track is comparable to normal
roads there is much more wear
and tear on the cars. "Brake
linings may wear out in one race, a
set of tires lasts about ten races
and the engine in my car needs to
be :r:ebuilt about every 700 miles,"
says Calhoun.
Ari entry fee of thirty dollars is
needed to race and trophies are
presented td individual winners.
Each win is given a certain amount
of points depending on which place
the car has come in. At the end of
the season the points are tallied up
and a championship trophy is
awarded for the most points.
There are also trophies for second
and third place. Last year Dr.
Calhoun placed second · in the
Northwest with his total points.
Dr. Calhoun has only been in one
accident on the track. During a .
race somebody spun in front of him
and while swerving to avoid the
car, he was hit from behind. There
was little damage done to his car
and he was able to finish the race.
Dr. Calhoun has just begun
another season in the world of auto
racing, capturing- already one
first-place win. He's started the
season out well and we wish· him
_good luck in the future!
---
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Alice's Restaurant

~

Something for Everybody

(Fro1n burgers and foot-long dogs to steaks
Dine In or Take out

Steak Dinners T-Bone or Sirloin
w/fries, salad and toast..
Bunyan Burger,

$3. 9 5

~

~

*
*

!
;

*

Extra large, 2-meat patty, onion,
;
lettuce and to'!'ato
~
Burger Extra large, sesame seed bun

!
Quarter-pound
:i
!*
Foot-Long Hot Dog 9Qct;*
*
. strawberry pie and p·each yogurt
*
Fresh
**
*
; On the West lnte!9change
925-4808 **
~******* **
***********************************

Vitamin C . is- probably the b~st known and the most
· underestimated nutrient of all. In truth, it is active in more
functions of more organs in the body than any other.
Vitamin C is a protective vitamin essential to over-all body
health, being especially important for maintaining_ healthy skin.
It is a water-soluble antioxidant, which may aid in protecting the
fat soluble vitamins A & E along with the unsaturated fatty acids.
Its primary function is to maintain collagen, a protein necessary
for the formation of skin, ligaments and bones.
Vitamin C has been credited as a cure for many ailments and
diseases. Large daily doses may preclude any danger of having
·kidney stories, for it lowers the pH of the blood and neutralizes the
alkaline solution required for stones.
Vitamin C carries hydrogen into the body and aids in the proper
burning of foodstuffs. It helps in the healing of wounds, scar tissue
and fractures, and maintains the strength of the blood vessels,
t bus preventing hemorrhaging (the breakage of small capillary
cells under the skin). In addition, as it is concentrated in the white
blood cells (which fight infection), Vitamin C aids in resisting some
types of virus and bacterial infections, and reduces the effects on
the body of some allergy-producing substances; triggers
interferon production. For this reason, Vitamin C is frequently
used in the prevention and treatment of the. common cold.
lV!any nutritional authorities claim that the intake of Vitamin C
in amounts from one to two grams (1,000-2,000 milligrams) daily is
effective in. preventing a cold. Nobel Prize winner Dr. Linus
Pauling claims that doses of up to 10 grams daily can prevent and
help cure the common cold. Dr. Pauling also states that a 10-fold
daily increase of this vitamin can bring about an increase in the
well-being, both physically and mentally, of everyone, and increase
the body's healing rate.
Thi~. vitamin plays an important part in the absorption of iron
necessary for the formation of red blood cells. It is important to
take Vitamin C and iron-rich foods together, a measure which will
aid in the prevention of iron deficiency, since Vitamin C aids in the
utilization of iron. It is also involved in the conversion of folic acid,
one of the B-complex vitamins, into its most active form; and is
needed for proper calcium absorption.
Vitamin C is a good natural laxative-as it dilutes bile and thus
aids in elimination.
·
Vitamin C ·is very effective in dealing with poisons.
Experiments have shown that it protects against extreme effects
. of strychnine poisoning. It also has the capability of breaking
down DDT in the body. The minerals mercury, lead and
cadmium, (which is found in excessive amounts in those with high
blood' pressure) are also neutralized by Vitamin C.
Vitamin C is claimed by researchers to seal the cell walls of joint
linings that let arthritis-causing enzymes loose in the joint
cartilages, causing arthritis and rheumatism.
Studies have shown that Vita.min C-deficient individuals have
far larger than normal amounts of cholesterol (the fatty substance
that causes hardening of the arteries) accumulated in the liver,
adrenal glands, brain and other tissues, including the aortic wall.
The· addition of this vitamin to the diet helps lower cholesterol
levels and thus ·h inders the development of hardening of the
arteries. It also helps activate the lipoprotein lipase enzyme,
which helps lower triglyceride levels.
Signs of Vitamin C deficiency may be: bleeding gums, swollen
or painful joints, slow healing of wounds and fractures, the
tendency to bruise or bleed in any part of the body, deteriorated
arteries, listlessness, inuscle cramps, dry skin, fatigue, fevers,
hemorrhages and cholesterol accumulation. A prolonged.
deficiency can lead to the disease scurvy, which, if left untreated,
can . be fatal.
,
Prolonged hard muscular work, consumption ·of chemically
fertilized food; some drugs, severe hot or cold weather, · air
pollutio'n ·& cigarette smoking, and periods of stress such as
. anxiety, infection, injury, surgery, burns or fatigue, all increase
the body's need for added amoupts of Vita~in C, -so extra
quantities of it ·should be consumed at these times.
Vitamin C may be beneficial
therapeutically treating such
ailment~ as:
anemia, bruising, atherosclerosis, hypertension,
mononm~leosis, varicose_ veins, diarrhea, , insomnia, bronchitis,
acne, fatigue, along with various other,s.
·. Of all the vitamins, Vitamirt C is the .m ost -easily destroyed.
Light, heat, air, prolonged storage, prolonged cooking, copper & ·
iron utensils, and alkali mediums (such as baking ; Sod ~. which is
used in pr eservation of vegetable color), all cause serious Vitamin
C destruct ion. Foods containing Vitamin C should be. stored in the
refrigerator . ·
The best sources of Vitamin C are the citrus fruits, though it is
present in most fresh fruits and vegetables. Especially rich
sources are rose hips, acerola cherries and green bell peppers.
The Recommended Daily Allowance of Vitamin C is 60
milligrams for men and 55 milligrams for women. However, many
nutritionists believe these quantities to be minimal. Vitamin C is
not stored in the body and must be replenished daily.
It is, also, more effective to take frequent small doses
throughout the day of this vitainin instead of a single la:rge dose, as
the body can only absorb a certain amount during a given period of
time.
One's daily Vitamin C intake should preferably be obtained from
a-well-balanced diet, along with extra supplementation whenever
needed, as all of t he other nutrients play equally important roles in
maintaining one's health.
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,A long came a spider. ••

MAGNIFICENT: Yatie Butts truly enjoys the championship 'of her pet
tarantula named "Antigone".

Pets are not really a desirable item on campus from the
employee point of view. Some _pets however, are acceptable,
including fish, birds, hamsters ... and tarantulas?
Yatie Butts, a freshman here at Central, owns this very unusual
pet. Butts bought the tarantula, to whom she refers to as
"Antigone" (a name from Greek mythology), from Andy Jenkins,
also a freshman.
Jenkins bought the Red Kneed Tarantula from the Fourth
Avenue Pet Shoppe last fall for $18.50; he then sold her to Butts
about three weeks ago for $20. The price of tarantulas have since
gone up to $30.
Butts bought "Antigone" because as she said, 'Tm fascinated by
them''. Of course this isn't the only "strange or unusual" pet that
she has ever owned.
Her former pets also include a boa constrictor, and various other
snakes, tortoises, turtles, an iguana, lizards, frogs, many birds and·
fish, mice, rats, hamsters, gerbils, hermit crabs, and even a few of
the old favorites: a cat, dog and a horse.
Julie Thompson, Butts' roommate, was very surprised when she
learned of her roommate's intention of buying the tarantula.
"Keep it on your side of the room," said Thompson. Since then,
according to Butts, Thompson has grown fond of "Antigone".
Most visitors aren't too crazy about the spider though. "The
phobias that people have of spiders are incredible," said Butts,
"especially girls." According to Butts, some ·e ven scream when
they walk in the room.
Last Wednesday when Butts came home, "Antigone" was lying
on her back; Butts said that she t;hought she was dying. She soon
found that there was no need to worry because "Antigone" was
molting.
·
"Antigone", a female tarantula, will live from 20-25 years. She
has a body length of about three inches and a diameter, including
legs, of about four inches.
The two shorter leg-like extremities located near the head are
called pulpuses and are used in mating. The size of these
determine the difference between the female and male spider, the
males' being larger.
"Antigone" has fangs that are about 1/4 inch long, with which she
kills her prey. She is presently on a steady diet of live crickets;
later, Butts plans to go out and catch some assorted grasshoppers
and beetles to satisfy "Antigone's" delicate appetite.
"Antigone" usually eats about every three days except while
molting: although some tarantulas have been known to survive.as
long as two years with01,J.t food.
Many people believe that tarantulas are poisonous; but that's
not the case. A tarantula's venom is about as harmful as a bee
sting, and usually very painful.
Although tarantulas are very large spiders, it is only a myth
that they are able to leap several feet. ·Tarantulas do strike
however, but rarely over a few inches.
Tarantulas, who have the nickname of "bird spider" because
they have been known to consume baby birds, are usually found in
hot, dry climates.
In North America, tarantulas are located primarily in Mexico,
New Mexico, California, Texas and Arizona.
Tarantulas are burrowing .spiders and 'when in their habitat,
burrow holes in which to lay thier egg sac.
Females lay around 300 eggs in every sac probably once a year.
Only about one-fourth of the hatched spiders survive.
According to a book entitled, American Spiders by Willis J.
Gertsch, Ph:D., "Tarantulas make fine pets and some quickly
·become so tame they can be picked up and handled with care."

DINNER? ... no not today. Antigone is a rather finicky eater. (Even though
they can fast for two years they generally eat every three days.)

Photos by Damian Schwarz
Story by Becky Prieur
Close encounter of a ''gentle" kind. The tarantula has a soft touch as it walks
owner's hand.
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T-shirts----------

(;~eep the Faith

Scholarship committee formed

Flaunting it up front

what it means-the future of
Central affects not only itself, but
also the rest of the Ellensburg
Last year at a civic organization community. With this in . mind,
luncheon, President Brooks stated local persons are asked to
that the Number One priority for contribute to the fund, both to
Central is increased on-campus assist the university and, ultienrollment. Responding to the mately, to benefit themselves.
The drive last brought in
obvious need for action, members
of the Ellensburg community got approximately $44,000, almost
together to form the Central exactly half from on-campus and
Investment Committee.
Its half from the larger Ellensburg
members are 12 local businessmen community. Particular emphasis
(two of whom have since left the is placed on the good rapport that
area), two C.W.U. faculty rep· exists throughout the program.
Central is regarded as a part of the
t resentatives, one administrative
staff representative, and Presi- Ellensburg comunity and not as
dent Brooks and other ex-officio an entity in itself.
members. The · Committee chair- · Two-man teams (each consisting
man is Joe Kelleher. Their of one business representative and
purpose is to plan, conduct, and one campus representative) concoordinate the C.W.U. Investment duct the drive. They solicit funds
Fund Drive and to arrange for the on a personal contact basis in the
business community.
' distribution of funds collected.
The on-campus portion of the
As an incentive to potential high
achievement students, the Com- drive is conducted for the civil
mittee created a Scholarship Fund service personnel by chairpersons
named the C.W.U. Investment Mary Phare and Carol-Powell. Dr.
Fund. "Investment" is precisely Art Keith, chairman of the Faculty
BY VAL VARDEMAN

\~

~{~

As a child, I remember being scared silly by "witch doctors" and
crocodiles in Tarzan movies. Africa has animals which were truly
dangerous, but these movies multiplied the real dangers and
convinced me that "the dark continent" was a region of evil and
tragic forces.
Superstitions were related to a forbidding
environment. Human primitivism was related to superstition. In
the land of mystery, Zulu and Pygmy warriors stood between
science and exploitative adventurers-the polar expressions of
Western culture in these movies- to guard the mystery. But guns
and microscopes made spears and voodoo inadequate to prevent
the eventual fall of the mystery and the primitive ecology and
·
culture to civilization.
Tarzan was an enigma. He protected the animals and' natives,
but he cooperated with white invaders. Evil white hunters felt his
wrath, but scientists and humanitarians were his friends and even
explorers who were interested in the development of Africa
received his aid. Tarzan was a superhero, and in those days this
was achieved by supernatural rather than natural means. Not
science, but the mystic nurture of ape parents produced the
"bionic" ape-man. Tarzan loved his jungle home, but he was white,
and that meant that he belonged to the white world outside the
jungle. I did not understand the significance of Tarzan's
aristocratic British bloodlines as a child, but it was obvious that he
was human in a way the black natives were not and that his color
was connected to a destiny which transcended either African
superstition or white fears about Africa.
Before Andrew Young, American policy toward Africa retained
a definite Tarzan mentality. The name of Patrice Lamumba
evoked voodoo. Mau Mau "terrorism" fit a mold in our beliefs
which Idi Amin has filled recently. Without blessing white racism,
Americans tended to assume that black rule automatically meant
race war and the end of civilization. Education and economic
development were needed before Africans would be ready to
participate fully in government. Tarzan was needed to protect
Africans from evil white hunters (read Communism), but also to
protect them from themselves. The problem with this myth is that
it also assumes that Africans are incapable of being or replacing
Tarzan. After all, why is it that it took a white, aristocratic, male
baby to become Tarzan? Were there no blacks available for the
apes?
Myths like Tarzan have a powerful hold on our consciousness. ·
Here we are just beginning to question whether universities
should have investments in South Africa! But a myth honestly
examined will tell us important things about ourselves. We will be
doing just that with Tarzan in the S.U.B. Theatre, Wednesday,
April 26.

Putting this face
in your future.

Dan

925-4177

c an the Fidelity union college
Mas ter Field Associate in your
area:

Slogans, sweetheart's names,
sarcasm-you name it-and you
can probably find it on a t-shirt.
T-shirts, that plain old piece of
clothing formerly relegated to the
unmentionable list, has come out
of the closet to become "fashion."
During the last five years, the
humble t -s_hirt, once strictly a
man's undergarment, has achieved
a level of popularity never
dreamed of by its inventor.
Without going into its origins,
suffice it to say that during the last
10 to 15 years the t-shirt has been
steadily climbing up the fashion
ladder.
According to some sociologists,
style may be considered as a force
which keeps us civilized in an
increasingly uncivilized world.
Some psychologists identify an
expression of style as today's
supreme compliment. They define
style as being unique. It is the
consummate understanding of the
image one wants to create.
Further, fashion or fad is
whatever is currently accepted,
and fashion may evolve into style.
Whether the current t -shirt trend
follows this evolvement remains to
be seen.
T-shirt popularity originated
among college students. School
names and athletic numbers were
the first designs to appear. The
shirts were popular because they
were cheap-an important consideration for students on low
budgets. Later the plain white
t -shirt was reproduced in a myriad
of shades.
Today they are festooned with
every imaginable design from
flowers to rock stars to - political
candidates to popular slogans.
According to the mass media
survey, the average person sees
approximately 1,600 ads per day.
Since many of the t-shirt designs,
are, in fact, advertising, one would
have to revise t hat estimate. The
garment has become a new form of
"hidden persuader" and the impact

( ollegcMastcr
Co
In The Plaza

Dean's Radio, T.V.,
Sales, Service, Phonograph
& Records
Headquarters for T. V. rentals &
sales, repairs. Large selection of

Of course, I had to feed my
family. But that's not to say they
had to have a five-course meal
each evening. The other day I
overheard our 8-year-old tell his
·friend; "Ever since my mom went
to college we have real neat meals,
The first thing I learned 1S how like bologna sandwiches and hot
to set priorities. Some things have dogs!"
to be done and-othersa re-n ot so
There are several ways to save
important.
time doing household chores.

A short time after I decided to
go back to school to get a t eaching
degree, I soon discovered that my
life-style was going to have to
change if I was going to make it
through four years of college.

April Special

records, tapes,

Chili Dog

(;raig-Sony -HCA-~~!!!!!~~~
Pioneer - Zenith417 N. Pearl

remains to be studied by some
crusading sociologists or psychologists. The advertisers have
discovered a clever way to
promote their particular product
and have the consumer pay for the
privilege of its adve:rtising. A
random sampling l)f advertisement-oriented t -shirts includes
Levis, the Tav, Ripple, Addidas,
etc.
Aside from the free
advertising, though, many people
choose to wear shirts printed with
other popular designs that are
available, some individualistic
characters may opt for specially
printed slogans-and their needs
are fulfilled by companies which
advertise "We print anything".
A t-shirt message may cause an
observer to look twice: "I made
Linda Lovelace gag", "I am
virgin" (thi~i1s a very old t-shirt),
or to nOd in agreement with some
innocuous phrase like "Have a nice
day", complete with that nauseous ·
· round smiley-faced creature.
Why is the fad/fashion/style so
popular? Mo.st wearers replied
that they wore the shirts .because
they wanted to attract attention,
to be sarcastic, or simply because
they liked the design.
One shapely music student was
seen wearing a design which read:
"Trombone players know more
positions"... (It would be safe to say
here that many of the slogans have
definite sexual overtones).
Persons wear ·these slogans to
communicate things they wouldn't
normally say (or maybe they
would). Some poor psychology
student in search of a dissertation
topic can analyze this matter.
In the past, the university has
been accused of being an imper:ional, sterile multiversity (surely,
not the case at Central). But at the
University of Was hington, the .
various schools have begun circulating t-shirts with their own
particular insignia, sort of like a.
modern day coat of arms. For
example, the College of Fisheries
has a huge crao printed on its
official shir t. The School of

Pharmacology is decorated with a
martinia glass around which is
entwined a snake, the ancient
symbol of th~ medical profession.
The snake is drinking the martini.
T-shirt shops abound over on
the coast but Ellensburg only has
two outlets: one is Berry's, the
other is Gemini's on North Main.
These two stores do custom t-shirt
work. Although these stores offer
only the standard iron-on type
design, there are some shops
which also sell photo-design shirts.
The average t-shirt costs $4, photo
shirts cost $14. The most popular
designs last summer were Star
Wars; Led Zeppelin, Rocky,
Farrah, and Rainier Beer.
T-shirts at boutiques range from
$8 to $13.
Presumable, they
charge more for atmosphere-not
because of any superior quality.
Pattern companies have gotten
in on the t-shirt bandwagon. Each
of the major pattern companies
offers several varieties of designs
ranging from individual letters, to
iron-on glitter designs. For the.
man who dislikes dressing up for
formal af(airs, there's a pseudo·
tuxedo front ·complete with carnation and bow tie that can be
prepared in minutes. Patterns
cost from $1-$2.
If a person doesn't have the
money, 1>everal ladies' magazines
(Family Circle, etc.) publish a ·
different iron-on design each
month. Even MS magazine
publishes a book on "Right-on
Feminist Designs": A Woman
Without a Man is Like a Fish
Without a Bicycle.
From graffiti to home bits of
philosophy, there's no end to the
designs possible in t-shirt art.
Americans from womb to tomb are
joining the parade (t-shirt with
arrow pointing to stomach: infant)
to Morley's funeral parlor.
In a way, t -shirts are neater
than bumper stickers. You're not
limited to one slogan and besid!'JS
t -shirts are easier to · peel off.
T-shirts have spaFked a new
hobby- the wet t -shirt contest.

69c

925-1828

Hot Dogs still only 29c

Vacuum once a week whether it's
needed or not. Don't make the
beds- just kee p the bedroom
doors shut. Clean the oven only if
the oven door will no longer stay
shut.
Defrosting the refrigerator?-You'll know it's time when
you can freeze only one ice cube at
a time (Besides it's always
interesting to find the box or two
of frozen food that has been buried
in the frost). Sweeping?- Invest
in a good scoop shovel. Scrub the
floors only whe n you can't
remember what color they are.
Baking?- Find a good bakery.
Washing windows?- Can you still
see through them?- Well, keep
the curtains closed. Mending?Safety pins were invented before
the sewing machine. Ironing?Don't!
This is only a partial list of the
. things that every homemaker is
faced w~th, but now that you have
the idea, yo1!'re on your own.
Happy St udying!
-
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Senate, heads up the faculty drive, determine a fair and objective tions and double check their
and the administrative chair- procedure for selecting the schol- accuracy. There is no considerperson is Paul Bechtel. (Bechtel is arship recipients. The members of ation for financial need for this
also chairman of the Association of the committee are Dr. Max scholarship, only academic and
Adminstrators on campus.) The Zwanziger; C.W.U. Psychology leadership potential. Also, the
Campus Drive Coordinator is Dr. Department: Mary Phare,
scholarships are not limited to ot
Jim Applegate.
Alumni are 'C. W. U. civil service; Paul distributed evenly among any of
informed and approached about Schaake, local businessman and the departments on campus. The
the drive through their publica- former Board of Trustees member, applicants themselves (316 of
tions, and Emeriti Professors are and Steve Lathrop, local attorney. them) displayed interest in 30
asked to participate. The personal They work closely with John different areas this year.
The Central Investment. Fund is
approach is utilized as much as Liboky, Director of Financial
channeled through the C.W.lJ.
Counseling and Financial Aid.
possible in raising funds.
Once the fund was set up, the Foundation, · an independent,
Donations are received by check
or, for most on-campus contri- Committee began contacting eli- non-profit organization which hanbutors, through payroll deduc- gible students. Posters, applica- dles monies for various groups.
tions. A newsletter is sent to tion blanks, and information on the Since the C.W.U. Foundation is
contributors on an average of once scholarships were sent to all high non-profit, donations to the Fund
schools and C')mmunity colleges in can be used as tax deductions.
every six weeks.
The Committee decided that the the state. Personal letters were Anyone wishing to contribute may
students would receive assistance sent to the school counselors and make checks payable to C.W.U.
in the form of $618 scholarships- more than 100 high school Foundation-Central Investment
to cover a year's tuition and fees counselors were contacted by Fund. They should be sent to the
(as many as there were funds to telephone. Admissions personnel C.W.U. Foundation, Barge Hall,
provide them). As a result of last distributed scholarship informa- room 308. This year's fund drive
year's drive, 63 scholarships are tion during their recruitment kickoff was April 11, so efforts arP
available for this year's applicants. efforts at the schools.
already under way for next ye~!:
A Scholarship Selection Com·
The Scholarship is available to
By encouraging students with
mittee was formed in order to applicants from high schools and nigh achievement pote~tial,
community colleges in Washington Central will not only gain their
State. Information requested for input, but also their ability to draw
consideration on the application others here.
The Central
includes cumulative G.P.A., areas Investment Fund effort will be
of interest, and current or past beneficial in the long run, to all
activities. The student returns the involved, both on-campus and offapplication to his counselor or cam pus members of the comconsulting and publishing firm. He I believe profits generated by principal, who is then responsible munity. As Dr. Jim Applegate
is also a consultant and expert private enterprise can solve any for writing a statement of puts it, "We believe this to be an
witness on corporate evaluation problem better than any solution recommendation on the applica- excellent example of total comfor taxes, mergers and acquisi- imposed by politicians or political tion and returning it to C.W.U.
munity cooperation in an effort to
tions. Dr. Pratt is Editor-in-Chief agencies."
This helps to :icreen the applic_a- assist a local university."
of Williamette's three periodical
Williamette Management Assopublications:
Inside Indicator, ciates will help anyone who desires
Northwest Investment Review to find good investment opportuniand Northwest Stock Guide. ties, and will help them phm a
Pratt also writes a weekly secure investment program for a
syndicated column on "Northwest certain fee or fees.
Investing".
There are no more seminars
April 27-28. 41_2 ~~ 14th: We sell your unwanted
The topic of Pratt's talk was scheduled at this time, but since
items on consignment for 10%. Minimwn item
"Investing in the Northwest". the turnout Wednesday night was
His major emphasis was that there supportive, there .may be more.
value $5. Donations, too•.Deliver your sale items
are good market investments here Dr. Helm says they may do
in the Great Northwest that the something in health or home
to R.S.V.P., W7 N. Nanwn by April 26.
giant financial institutions of the repairs. "We are constantly
East have yet to discover. looking for ways that we can serve ---Retired Senior Volunteer Program.--"Northwest stocks have outper- the community."
formed the national averages
during almost all periods in the
last 17 years. Other than in the
Support CRIER
Northwest we have been in a bear
market," claims Dr. Pratt.
Advertisers
In closing his talk Dr. Pratt said,
"I believe in the capitalist syste:rr

Pratt speaks at seminar
BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Last Wednesday night a seminar entitled "Public Service
Investment Opportunity" was held
in the S.U.B. under the sponsor·
ship of the Continuing Education
program.
Continuing Education is a
program that provides the university community opportunities to
learn information that they can
find useful in their lives. The
objective of the seminar was to
help inform the public and
students about investing in the
stock market.
Dr. Helms, assistant Vice
President of Continuing Education, and Tom Vietzke, stock
broker with Foster and Marshall
Inc., pulled the seminar together
by bringing in Dr. Shannon Pratt
as guest speaker.
Dr. Pratt is President and
Director of Research for Williamet t e Associates, a financ ial

Housewife turns student

Your Fidelity Union Field Assodate can help plan your financial
future with College Mast er. College Master is the nation's leader
in li!e insurance !or college
seniors. Let him tell you why.

Schneider

BY NANCY WOLFF

Don Caughey_
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Flllldrai~ing Garage Sale

-MILKAlways a good
food value

App'lications are
beingareeptedfor
Editor for Sum-mer
and Editor for Fall
Quarters.For 11Wre
infonnation and ID
apply, oontact 106
&lisonHaD, or call

*

* Farm Fresh

* Past/Homo

Winegar's........_
DRIYE II

Four Winds
Book Store

•

OPEN 10:00a.m. to 5=00 p.m.

From Color Negallve or Sltde

WITHOUT$ 2
FRA ME
•

•

99

69c % -g al.
Grade A 68c % gal.
~ilk 69c % gal.

Farm Fresh 2% milk

3-1491.
DeadlineMay 11.

(11 111 nR
11"114 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

~ -1.. ~

204 E. 4th

Open
Mon.-Sat.
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

419

w.

Located Just 8 Blocks

8 · 12·Exposure
Kodacolor Film
..__....,.~11 DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
':lfl11,,1111nM1

Includes 110 S12e

1..-.1.--$1.gg:ri
L1m11 1

Cenl

oaaaoaaoacaoaoo o o o a a o a a a o a a a a a·a

15th- 925-1821

Food
coupons
accepted
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Arts & Entertain1nent
Hill steals.show from Garfitnkel
teacher college-which Central
has been known as for years.
Central's "musical event of the ·
Opening acts are designed to
year" drew people of all musical warm up the crowd to the "Big
tastes to the Sunday, April 9 Name" entertainment that is to
production of vocalists Art follow. I believe Hill did just that.·
Garfunkel and Dan Hill.
Garfunkel is not what one would
The spectacular light show call "heavy metal," and neither is
His philosophy could
backing Garfunkel was the master- Hill.
mind of Showco, the largest sound probably be summed up in the
and light company in the country, lines (from the "Recording Song"),
"I would rather starve than write
operating out of Dallas, Texas.
The entire show cost the commercial rhyme."
students of Central close to
Whatever Hill told or sang to
$17 ,000. By the time Dan Hill sang the audience, it seemed that all
his first song, however, the A.S.C. found him believable. It appeared
production was $4,000 in the hole. that the crowd was receptive to
- - Hill, and he even referred to the
Many Claim, and I am incline.d to audience as a warni feeling, like
agree, that it was Dan Hill who the feeling he got in going to
stole the show that night. Hill, 23, summer camp.
had none of the spectacular lights
His "down-to-earth" attitude
of the show that was to follow, yet was revealed in the songs he had
he held the audiEmce in his hand.
written.
One song about his
The lyrics each told a story that generosity seemed to have gotten
was so truthful, it sometimes hurt. him into trouble with a girl Hill
The "Hollywood" image hasn't described as "bonkers." The girl
reached Hill yet. Barefoot, clad in had to be a little strange, as Hill
casual clothes, Hill seemed to be said she, "felt orange-and on a
just another member of a college Sunday, too!"
crowd. But that is where the
Hill told the audience a story of
similarities ended. Hill.seemed to a "creative blind date" he had with
talk to, rather than sing to, the writer Barry Mann. His produaudience with the lyrics - and cers planned the meeting and Hill
melodies of his songs.
said he had been paranoid about it.
The meeting seemed to be going
This fresh aspect to the concert
was backed by pianist, John terribly. Mann was coming up
Sheard. .Hill played folk guitar for with melody after melody and Hill
many of the ballads. The lyrics of was wordless. Just about when
("A Friend") drew a chuckle from the creativity session was over,
the crowd in his reference to a Hill remembered a poem he had
BY PAM WHITENER

written three years before. He musicians traveling with Gar- fun song to hear as well as to
handed it to Mann with a shudder fuokel.
perform. She also doubled on the
If Roth an11 the fantastic light guitar and piano, in accompanying
and left the room to wait in a
coffee sho{l.
show were not with Garfunkel, the Garfunkel.
The coffee shop was the type show would have been worse than
Although the visual effects were
where Hill said all of the "biggies" it was . . Garfunkel admitted after excellent, Garfunkel did not
came and dined on omelets for the . the show that it was not one of his perform well. Snickers on stage as
small fee of $15, orange juice for $3 best. This was his 30th in 40 well as a crack in his voice from
and ice water _for $1. Hill said .five shows to be performed on his time to time see.m ed to detract
from the mellow atmosphere of the
minutes later, a telephone was present tour.
brought to his table. Mann had
-Other talented musicians in the concert.
called and said he had written the back-up band accompanying GarCentr'al definitely needs conmelody to the chorus line from the funkel were Leah Kunkel, vocal- certs and other forms of entertainpoem. Mann played the song for ist; John Jarvis, keyboardist and a ment to draw and keep students
HiU and he said. "I wanted to drummer, whose name escapes here. But losing $4,000' at a shot
break his fingers off, it was so me.
does not seem to be the way to do
good."
Leah resembled Mama Cass it. Those that attended looked as
The outcome of that creativity Elliot and Carol King all rolled into though they felt it was an evening
session is the well-known song, , one. Although not strong at solos, well spent, if for nothing more
"Sometimes When We Touch." a. song she had written had a than to reminisce of the days of
For his encore, Hill sang one of strong melody and seemed to be a Simon and Garfunkel.
two new songs which will be - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
released in about a month.
Again, Hill's philosophy came
through in part of the lyrics, "Let
this song last forever. Life's too
short to live it afraid."
Entering center-stage with the
air of a star, Garfunkel started off
his part of the concert with "For
Emily." Many of the songs were
from the recording days of Simon
Jodv.. Daigneault
and Garfunkel. Hearing Garfunkel
sing the songs without Paul Simon
Aha! Thought you got rid of me as well as the CRIER, didn't
reminded me of a "music minus
you? Sorry, but it just doesn't work that way. The CRIER and I
one album" (ask a music major),
are sort of lik;e social diseases: we just won't go away.
minus Simon.
But meanwhile, back at the ranch, Spin and Marty were ...
The accompaniment of many
(Yikes! wrong episode ... ) What I really meant to say was that
Garfunkel songs were by guitarist,
nothing has happened . .Just kidding; I just always wanted to say
Arion -Roth. He was by far the
something to that effect in a column entitled "It's a'Happening."
most professional and adept of the
Now I can ~et on to the business at hand.
• The"Musical Event of the-Year" with Art Garfunkel turned out
to be closer to the "Nostalgic Put On of the Decade." Garfunkel's
music wasn't bad at all, but he lacked the intimate relationship
with the audience that Dan Hill was able to muster. In fact, I don't
think I would be too far out of line by saying Dan Hill stoJe the
show. That's not saying all that much, however, considering how
"floaty" and arrogant Garfunkel came off.
It was disheartening to learn that only two-thirds of the
expected sell-~mt audience showed up, Garfunkel is about as Big
Time as we'll ever see here at this school-Big Time at least in the ·
sense that he is about as established and nationally exposed as
anyone in the business. I get the impression that it would take a
band like the Beatles, or bigger, to get this place fired up.

It's a
happenin'

Playwright visits Central

Nationally recognized playwright Eleanor Harder visited
Central March 30, 31 and April 1.
The premier performance of her
new children's musical took place
on Central's campus April 13.
This colorful tribal adaptation of
Rumpelstiltskin made its debut at
Central and has begun its statewide tour.
Tile piaywrfght's - visiC allowed
her to work with Central students
during the play rehearsals and to
make adjustments 'on the newly
completed script.
Harder, a faculty member at
U.C.L.A., works with the University's extension course program. Harder teaches playwriting
and other forms of journalistic
expression. She received her B.A.
in theatre arts from U.C.L.A. and
she went on to perform with a to~r
show of The Importance of Being
Ernest. After the tour had . run
for three years the director
approached the company and told
them that he wanted to add -a
children's musical to the tour, at
that time he informed Harder that
she had the task of writing the
show for the company.
After long hours of writing,
DRAMA'S HER LIFE-For Eleanor Harder writing plays can be.
Harder finished what was to ~be
an enjoyable experience as was the one she had working with
the first of many children's
Central's Drama Department.
musicals written by Eleanor
assistant professor of Drama, Jim
Harder. Annabelle Broom, the Los Angeles.
In talking to Eleanor Harder Hawkins, had an opportunity to
Unhappy Witch, has been performed all over the United States about her visit to Central, Harder meet and talk with Harder in Losincluding a performance done by stated, "Developing the script and .Angeles. At that time an adaptaEllensburg High School students my visit to Central gives me a tion of the musical was not started
in the late 1960's. At one point, the wonderful opportunity to work till early this year.
show was featured at the Hunting- with Jim Hawkins. who also did
Harder continues to work on
ton-Hartford Theatre in Los · Sacamento-Fifty Miles. Central's children's theatre scripts with
· Angeles, with Harder in the title children's theatre had performed some of her spare time devoted to
role of Annabelle, with TV's One Sacremento-Fifty Miles. Cent- writing children's tlleatre scripts
Day at a Tim:e star-Bonnie ral's children's theatre had per- with some of her spare time
Franklin, as a cast member.
formed Sacremento-Fifty Miles devote_d_t_o writing children's
Eleanor's husband, Ray, has in the Spring of 1976. Sacremento,, literature. She just completed a
light . children.' s - musiCaI,-was
collaborated on nine of the scripts
musical adaptation of Darius and
that have been published. Ray also written by Harder.
the Dozer Bull, a children's book
Harder works in advertising in - A year and a half ago, Centrars- written by Harder in 1971.

a

Speaking of the Beatles, I found their film, History of the
Beatles shown a couple of weeks ago, to be quite inspiring. Too
much of it was this artsy psychedelic visual CQllage meandering,
but the whole thing was justified when they got into the live
performance segments. No wonder the Beatles were so popular:
They knew what rock and roll was all about. Still, it must have
been pretty strange playing to 50,000 or more people with one
amplifier apiece and no stage monitors. One of the best parts of
the film had to be where all the teenyboppers and religo-buffs
turned out at the record stores across the country and smashed
the---- out of Beatles' records because Jolin Lennon said that the
Beatles, at that time, were more important to the youth of the
world than Christ was. Never ·mind. the fact that he was right.
Good Americans should always be looking for an· excuse for
senseless violence. Hell, that's what made this country strong.
Please excuse me for that last statement. I got a little carried
away. Anybody who's anybody knows that the 'Beatles were
responsible for turning our nation into (and onto) a nation of
drug-erazed, long-haired, anti-war, draft-dodging, welfaredependant, trouble-makers. I mean, look just what they did to
Charles Manson. How else was he to interpret all those hidden
meanings? I think the Beatles ·m ay have even got-to me. I keep
thinking there's a hidden meaning in all of this.

. Papa John's (MC'd by recent local college dlvision talent contest
winner Kevin Jones), is .back better than ever this quarter. The
opening session of Spring Quarter was the craziest one to happen
yet. "Gene Gene-The Dancing Machine" and a good half-dozen or
more equally silly people came out of the woodwork half-way
through the series of performances and danced their little buns off
to a recording of some old time rock and roll. The point of it all was
to show that anything can happen at Papa John's. And believe me
it does.
Most notable · among · the acts (too many to mention in this
limited space) 'so far this quarter was the Central Chamber Choir.
I know that such a title sounds a bit stuffy for a coffee-house
situation, but they sang some of the most stunningly beautiful and
compiex madrigals I've ever heard. Amazing how two men and
two women can sound like 10 times that many people singing.
Papa John's is a'happening this quarter.
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In
Concert
Photos by Brad Peck

Art Garfunkel

Leah . Kunkel

Leah. and Arion Roth accompany the master.
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C. W. U. drama troupe to tour state
BY .MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
Tuesday morning, the touring
children's show, Rumpelstiltskin
left Central's campus to start its
long journey throughout the state.

Sixteen Central students will take
the tribal adaptation of Rumpelstiltskin to many schools and
community theaters giving nearly
100 performances to the children
and adul~ of Washington State.

The tour's first stop will be in
the neighboring 'to.wn of Yakima
where the group will perform tor
four days, giving two shows daily
at Davis High School. The shows
are being sponsored by the
Yakima Juniors programs.
After spending the weekend
back at home the company will
again take to the road, this time
traveling to Olympia. Two shows
a day are also scheduled for the
OI'ympia area again with sponsorship coming from the Olympia
Juniors programs.
April 28, the show will pack up
its set and travel to Seattle where
one show will be given at the
Region Nine Children's Theatre

Festival "78". The show · is day, each · show in a different
scheduled for an 8:30 performance area. The smaller cast will
Saturday evening at Seattle continue the two-day tour until the
University's Pigott Theatre. Sun- last week of the quarter when it
day, April 30, the show will return will be put to rest with a possible
to Olympia where it will complete revival for Fall Quarter perforits 12-show eJ;lgagement before mances in Seattle.
In talking with the cast
returning to Ellensburg.
After a short rest at Central, the members all seemed to share the
production will continue with a excitement . as w·e n as the
smaller cast of 10 people.
A apprehension of touring. All the
smaller set will also be con- cast members are students and all
structed.
The set has to be have classes which will have to be
transported and put together by maintained. Many hours on the
cast members and made adaptable road will be .devoted to study. All
to many different playing areas, agreed that the opportunity to
so a smaller set is needed.
· represent the drama department
The tour will then again leave with this project was exciting and
Ellensburg playing two shows a anticipated the trip.

Youth ballet hosts film
In recognition of National Dance
Week (April 24-30), the Ellensburg
Youth Ballet will present a fulllength film, The Tales of Beatrix
Potter, at Morgan Junior High
School on Saturday, April 29 at 2
p.m.
The movie has been widely
acclaimed for its exquisite costuming, colorful scenery and fine

FOR SALE
Nishici Olympic 10-speed, nearly
new, with warrantee. Evenings.
925-3512.
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS

GOLD FROM STRAW: The King (Clayton Dhorety) is surprised to hear
that Glonda (Joan Elliring), the daughter of a farmer; can spin straw into

AND BOOtlCIE l?@

,.,. 2/!IE 9•/:3f:)

I
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/

/

choreography and pantomime.
Peter Rabbit and other familiar
characters are portrayed by
. leading soloists from England's
Royal Ballet Company. The
technique and virtuoso dancing
make The Tales of Beatrix Potter
an adult as well as ch,ildren's
performance.
Tickets will be sold at the door

I

at $1.25 for adults, 75 cents for
students and senior citizens, or $3
per family. ,
There will be one showing only,
with refreshments available during i~termission. Proceeds will
help defray the cost for local ballet
students attending First Chamber
Dance Company summer workshops.

Odd Couple
canceled

Central's Drama Department announced the cancellation of Neil
Simon's Odd Couple. .The show was scheduled to appear in the
Threepenny Theatre on April 20, 21, 22. No rescheduling of the

l
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Spring schedule
Jody Daigneault Reviews

Rumpelstiltskin

~

When I was a little kid (it's been costumes were well done, even if
weeks since then) our grade school they were a bit strange. Pardon
used to all pack up onto buses once my forgetfulness •. but I don't
. or twice a year and go downtown remember the play being musito the local theater for an cal-there were at least .three
excursion into culture known as full-blown chorus numbers in this
"Junior Programs". The thing I tribal version.
Still, the play had all the
remember most about the whole
deal was that it was really great to elements of a successful Hollyget out of school for an afternoon wood movie-transexualism
and watch the local theater stage (Rumpelstiltskin was played by a
groups (usually students) performing various plays that were
specifically designed for our
mental competency levels (which
meant that I usually didn't
understand the plots).
There are a number of drama Here's a tough one for ya: Can
students here at Central who have
rock
and roll save your soul?
taken on the responsibility of
entertaining the new generation of Keybmird and sax player Edgar
elementary school students. The Winter has informed us that it
times they have a'changed, how- satisfies his. But where I came
ever. Instead of giving the little from, the available information
rug rats your standard version of indicated that if I didn't quit
time worn classics like Rumpel- playing that rock and roll with
stiltskin, today they're given those Satanic "African rhythms"
Rumpelstiltskin ... A Tribal the answer to the aforementioned
VersiOn. This Tribal Version is question would be in the negative.
Rock and roll has gone through
something else. It's kind of like
the Three Stooges on acid: lots of some pretty radical changes since
silliness, slapstick, psyched~lic the Coasters, Drifters and Elvis
colors abounding and lots of goofy brought it to the masses. Rock has
punchlines. How 'bout this one for fused with country, blues, jazz,
example:
Rumpelstiltskin is classical, soul, gone straight, gone
spinning the gold for the innocent up, down and has even gone
victim of this hapless situation punk. One of the more interesting
(Glonda). Well, needless to say, twists rock has taken is towards
this kind of blows Glonda's ~ind. Christian-oriented lyrics. Some of
I mean, really, gold from straw? the leaders in this field are Terry
Anyway, Glonda_ freaks, and Talbot and Bis Band, who sang
Rumpelstiltskin (aka Rhumba and played in concert in McConnell
Tiya) drops the big one: "What Auditorium last Tuesday night.
Perhaps "Christian-oriented"
did you expect, macaroni? Har,
har, har. I nearly died-not from isn't the proper way to describe
laughter but from the personal Talbot's music. Talbot claims to be
.e mbarrassment suffered from not a Christian in the general
sitting there actually watching the usage of the term, but rather a
"follower of t:hrist." Talbot made
stuff.
The kids got a rush out of the that distinction very clear in both
punchlines, but overall they his speaking and singing to the
audience. He voiced the concern
seemed somewhat disinterested.
Most of the tykes spent more time that churches and plastic "Bible ·
squirming around in their seats, Lands" are not what following
than they did on focusing their Christ are all about. Talbot spent
a good deal of the concert talking
"'ttention on the acting.
the audience about his personal
to
The whole thi:p.g was pretty
experiences
and beliefs. The
corny, but then I fully realize that
crowd
of
a
couple
hundred or so
the play wasn't_ produced for _the
seemed
very
receptive
to his
exclusive benefit of pseudo-hip ·
philosophies.
play reviewers~ The sets and

female with a beard), excessive
greed (everybody wanted more
- gold), demoa raising and black
magic, kidnapping, and extortion,
not to mention arms proliferation
(the more gold you get, the more
weapons you need to protect it).
Now that I think of it, there was
something for everybody in the
play. Who says the Boob-tube
generations haven't come of age?

Terry Talbot

1
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Still, the whole affair left a bit of
a bad taste in my mouth. I felt as
though I was getting a fairly heavy
dose of being preached at. And
that'a not to say that Talbot can't
tell a good story. Anybody that
can come up with a tale of what
would happen if the crew of Star
Trek met up with Billy Graham
in outer space has got my vote
over Oral Roberts and Catherine
Kuhlman anyday. I just think that
the band should have let the
medium be the message-and skip
the long-winded sermons between
songs-the music was and is
capable of holding its own.
Punk rockers Rat Scabies and
the Damned have some real
competition here with Talbot and
His Band. But don't look for them
on the same bill.
The show op~ned on a mellow
note with the lead guitarist
coming out on acoustic guitar to
solo for several songs. Later the
drummer came out to assist once
the guitarist had strapped on his
electric axe. Talbot came on stage
last to do a .few acoustic numbers
himself before the whole band
started kicking it out. All three in
the band are very able musicians,
able to exhibit proficiency in a
number of rock formats.
The
styles ranged from easy listening
kinds of songs to ones that were
fairly hard rock (not quite heavy
metal, but then I can't always get
what. I want).

Following is the list of events
which will take place through May
10, and .will be held in the Hertz
Recital Hall:
APRIL
Susan Adkins, soprano, 8 p.m.
23 ... Senior Recital-Karen
Mack, contralto, 3 p.m. Reception
following in Hertz Hall, room 123.
24 ... Joint Recital-Tim Engel
& Sandy Mitchell, 8 p.m.
Reception following in Hertz H~ll.
room 123.
25 ... Senior Recital-Teri
Pribbenow, soprano, 8 p.m.
Reception following in Hertz Hall,
room 123.
26 ... Graduate Recital-Ken
Helms, tenor, 8 p.m.
28 ... Sop_homore Recital-Bria~ .

Kerns & Bill Myers, 8 p.m
Reception following in Hertz Hall,
room 123.
29 ... State Solo Contest, All Day.
30 ... Senior Recital- Robin
Kullama, soprano, 3 p.m. Reception following in Hertz Hall, room
123.
MAY 2
Senior Recital-Paul
Dalton, Vocal, 8 p.m. Reception
following in Hertz Hall, room 123.
3 ... Senior Recital-Leslie
McCorkle, vocal, 8 p.m.
4 ... Redmond High School
Concert Band, Stage Band, &
Swing Choir, 2 p.m.
5 ... Swingers Concert, 8 p.m.
6 ... Swingers Concert, 8 p.m.
9 . ... Junior/Senior -Woodwind

Greyhound Rx.
The cure for .
college blahs.
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off,
say hello to your friends, see the sights,
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in
your pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's
a sure cure for the blahs.

Greyhound Service
OneWay

To

Seattle
Yakima
Spokane
Everett
Tacoma

RoundTrip

7.05
2.85
Sl0.80
S 8.90
S 7.05 _

$
$

$13.40
$ 5.45
$20.55
$16.95
$13.40

801 Okanogan

~

GQ_ GREYllOlllJ

THESE FAMOUS BRANDS
AND MORE ........ ..

I

BOG

~~

~~
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Winner Bette Pratt
guessed l 0,672 beans
out of 10,796.

Downtown
4th & Pearl

Tiii ZN 1111

BR \TT .A.N\A. "/

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Visit Our Centers
And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Call our Centre in

SEATTLE
University Village Bldg.
4900 • 25th NE Rm. 200

523-5224
CALL TOLL FREE
800-223-1 i82

Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures

(Prices subject to change.)

Bus & 'Audrey Wyant

§

~~~

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

Ask youragent about additional departures and return trips.

:1::u:;iJ,::rrn:I

IShop the;;
INSEAM
for
f~
Im spring&
summer
fashions.

6
3
6
6
6

ONLY AT

925-1177
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Ringe whings discus towards record
Central's Mitch Ringe is the
N.A.I.A. District One's best discus
thrower, but the 6'7", 250-pound
senior is still "haunted" by a school
record-setting toss his freshman
year that he has been unable to
duplicate.
After four years of strenuous
training, Ringe said his form is
tremendously improved and he is
more consistent. He has increased
his strensrth by seriously 'lifting
weights since his sophomore year.
A toss of 169' has been his best
effort this season. It is 15 feet
better than his nearest district
competitor, but more than 10 feet
short of the Central record
(180'8112'') he established in 1975.
. A dedicated student/athlete,
Ringe has been to nationals three
straight years, and has qualified
again this season. Even Ringe,
though, has trouble explaining his
failure to improve on the record he
set as a freshman.
One reason, he noted, is because
his record came on a "lucky" throw
in a strong Ellensburg wind.
Ringe would like to better his
record, but attaining that mark is
not the driving force in his life.
"I think I have a good chance to
break the record," Ringe said.
"I think it's just a matter of time.
My form work is coming along and
it's to the point where everything
is starting to come together."
When he started his college
career, Ringe said he had terrible
form.

"My freshman year I learned
some fundamentals that I never
knew before," Ringe said. "There
are little things in form that make
a lot of difference. I ·have been
cleaning up my form the last four
years."
a,inge has made steady progress
in four years, and last season made
his best national showing with a
ninth place finish. He hopes to
place in the top five at nationals
next month at Abilene, Texas.
"This has been my best year so
far," Ringe explained. "The discus
is a mat lre event. Most good
discus th1·owers are in their late
20's."
With that in mind, Ringe
realizes he has not yet reached his
peak. Following his senior season,
though, he is not sure of his future
in track and field.
"I don't know if I will continue,"
Ringe said.
"It will probably
depend on how satisfied I am with
this season. "My goals are to
break the record without the aid of
strong winds and to place at
nationals:·• · Ringe has already been throwing the discus since his Ellensburg
High School days, when he also
played football and basketball. As
a 6'7", 190-pound high school
athlete, Ringe thought he was too
small to continue with football, and
he admits he was never a real good
basketball player.
"I always thought it was better
to put all my energies into one
area and not spread out to other
events," he said. "I never did
throw the shot. I didn't have the
strength in high school."

Mitch Ringe

It's About Time!
v

Time for an EST watch

Stylish enough to fit any personality
(Over 36 styles to choose from)
EST.means Economic Swiss Tin1e
Just right for" giving ~r receiving

•

·:::::::::

;:::::::::::::::·

Alpha I Chronograph

Mittmen win one
Central's chances for postseason baseball action were
virtually washed away last week. end in Bellingham as the Cats_lon
two of three games to Western
. Washin~on.

Practical enough to fit ·a ny budget
(Retail prices start at $17. 95)

. ladies Bangles

Concentrating on one sport. has
helped Ringe develop a form which
is best suited for him.
"You have to take the basics and
mold them to yourself," he noted.
"Each thrower can have different
form, but it must be adapted to his
own size and weight.
Footwork is probably the most
ill!po~tant thing," Ringe adde~.
"There is only so much ring and
you have to use it the best you can.
It also is a great advantage to have
long arms."
Ringe's only opportunity at
breaking the school record in front
of a home crowd will be April 22
when the Wildcats host the
Central Invitational.
The community health and food
nutrition major said his biggest
competition this year has been
himself.
"I have a tendency to train too
hard," he said. "I do more running
and lifting and throwing than I
should and I'm not fully recovered
by the day of the meet. This year
I've tried to go more for quality
than quantity."
Ringe also has had the job this
year of serving as team captain, an
assignment he enjoys.
"Part of the job is -leading the
team and setting · examples," he
explained. "Guys on the team can
feel free, if they have problems, to
talk to the captains. We haven't
had any big problems so far,
everybody seems to get along
pretty well."
Ringe's only problem is trying to
better the school record he has
held since his freshman season.

• Birthd--ys·-. .:.
• Annivenaries·
·• Mother's .Day
• Father's Day
• Graduation

three-hitter. before giving up the
homer in the final inning. .
Central . is now 9-17 over the
·sea.Son and hopes for the Ever-·
green Championship is now out.
Eastern . and Western have the
inside track on that . . The Cats are
Central won ·the first game, 6-4, also out -of the running for a
with . Ken ·Aires getting the District t playoff .spot, which ·
pitching wiµ. Wesiern shut out seems to be in the hands of Lewis
.
Central in the second contest, 5:-0, . & Clark and Eastern.
Today, Central is in Seattle ·
behind Joel Zediker's three-hitter.
In the final game, Western won 2-i battling Seattle · University · in a
on a··seventh inning home run by ~oubleheader. Following Seattle
Vito Lucarel~. ' Central pitcher · U ., Central will play at Lewis &
Jim Klampher pitched his · second ; Clark_ on Monday and at ·Eastern
· straight . impressive- ·game with a on _April 28-29.

.P recision
hair

cutting
hair analyzation, shampoo,
conditioning, cut, rinse,
balancing, styled & dry.

$12° 0 and up

according to length

925-HAIR
Available at the bookstore

A

ljOUr '-Advanced Campus Electronics"' Center
10

·HEADHUNTEffI
.

HAIR CARE STUDIO
707 N. Main. Ellensburg
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Soccerretu~
BYLES FITZPATRICK

One would think a percentage of .911 could be excellent in
baseba n standards. It would be, if it w:i.s thP- win-loss percentage
or-team batting average. If it was either one of those, it wouldn't
take a Jimmy the Greek to confidently say that a team with this
percentage was "not bad."
.Unfortunately for th ~ Wildcats, the .911 is 'Central's fielding
percentage. In conference statistics released April 14, the bat
Cats are the team farthest in right field when it comes to defense.
They're in the cellar in fielding average, the column being led by
Western at .949. With an improvement of .17 percent, the Cats i
could elevate themselves four places.
In other statistics, the Cats' annual domination of the Northern
Division is revealed to be close to over, if improvement is not
forthcoming. In team batting, Coach Fredricks' squad is battling it
out with 0.I.T. fop the eighth and final position. Prfor to last
· weekend's 1-2 effort against Western, the Cats were p<;mnding out
a .224 team average. Leading the league was Eastern Oregon at
.314.
In pitching, only O.C.E. keeps us from the cellar. As a crew, the
pitchers were giving up an average of 5.75 runs per nine-inning
game. Eastern Oregon's fireballers are leading the pack easily
with a respectable 3.09 average.
.
Of the 23 batters in the Evergreen Conference hitting .300 or
better, Central has two slots filled. In tenth place and elevating
Skagit Valley - transfer Roger Valentine. The southpaw
centerfielder has a triple, home run and 3 doubles (prior to
W.W.U.) in the nine games he's played and is slugging a hefty .368.
The other Cat, in 14th position, is the up-and-coming guard (I
mean outfielder) for Central, sophomore Brian Hagbo. Brian is
hitting a steady .333 while being platooned in left field.
Top pitcher so far is Den Aries who had a 0-2 record before last
weekend. But it is his E.R.A. (earned run average) that put him
ninth in the league at 3.24. A couple of spots behind him is Dale
Lund with"- 1-2 mark anct giving up an average of 3.60 runs per
nine innings.
'
_
· _
The Cats may be affected by the unspring-like weather so far.
·But with only 3 league games left on tap, team contribution wil~
have to pick up-sun or no sun. If the glovemen intend to defend
their Northern division title, better defense, more hitting and
more durable pitching should be prominent in the game plan.
It would be nice to leave the EvCu as a winner.
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College soccer is a sport usually
played in the fall.
This spring,
however, Central's championship
Soccer Club joined the Yakima
Men's League, named themselves
·the Continental Kickers -and are in
sole possession of first place
mid-way through the season.
Last fall the Central Soccer Club
posted an upset victory over tough
W.S.U. in the finals for the
Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer
League championship.
According ·to ·player-coach
Cary Davidson, the club's 18
members joined the Yakima Men's
League this spring as a tune-up for
. competition next fall.
Due to as yet unresolved
difficulties, soccer is not a
sanctioned National Association
for Interscholastic Athletics
(N.A.I.A.) varsity sport at Central. This means that the Central
. Soccer Club cannot participate in
N.A.l.A. competiti5m, including
the annual national tournament.
Also, the club is allotted no money
from the school for operating
·expenses. .
Davidson estimates that each
player spends between $60 and
$100 yearly for league fees,
uniforms, equipment and travel

Davidson noted that one of the
expenses. Private .cars provide
transportation for the five to six . tough and exciting matches of the
season will be played April 30
away matches each season;
The Continental Kickers have when the Kickers host the Eagles,
home games scheduled for April 23 an all-Saudi Arabian team. The
and 30. These · games are played Kickers already defeated the
Sunday afternoons . at 2 p.m. at Eagles once this season, 2 to 1, in
Yakima.
Nicholson Pavilion field.

,TOM PEflY and
the HEARTBREAKER
I
' ERIC CLAPTON -Slowhand
ELVIS COSTELLO-This Year's Model
ART GARFUNKEL-Watermark
JIMMY BUFFffi-Son of a Son
of a Sailor
ELVIS COSTELLO I-My Aim Is True
AL DiMEOLA--Casino

Pr~ces

good while '
supply lasts up until
April 29.

CRIER
Advertisers

·
_

·

.---------------· ·--------------~

.

Support

$4 9 9

' Large selection of new &
used reco~ds & tapes-pop·
rock, jazz, soul, country,
classical, comedy, sound·
tracks and blues.

Lots of books, and comicscurrent & back issues of
Marvel, DC, Dell, Gold
Key, etc-underground&;
too.

•

ACE Books
&Records 0·.·
l 07'W. 3rd 925-6895

Hoopsters
hoRored
Randy Sheriff and .· Alphonso
Roberts · were honored by their
Central basketball teammates as
the Inspirational · Award winners
for the 1977-78 season.
. Sheriff, a 6'6" senior'center from
Seattle, led: the Wildcats in
rebounding last year with six per
game. Offensively, he· averaged
7.4 points each contest.
A knee injury sidelined Roberts
for part of the season, but ' he
managed to finish as the team's
second leading scorer with 10.2
points each game. One of his best
games of the yearwas e,arly in the
season against Pacific Lutheran
University. He scored 25 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds in a 90-70
Central victory.

121-1134

Suits

SUMMER

•1·411
Baseball Jacket1&lo1e1-Bat1

STUDY

!
** IN MEXICO*;
**
*
~
The Central Office of ;*

*

*
**

** .

.

. **

~****************

Restring-$4 Off·

$24.95

!

*International Programs in*
* cooperation with Eastern and *
*Western Washington Uni-*
~ versities and the lnstituto *
* Cultural Technochtitlan offers ~
a Liberal Arts Program in*
* Morelia
and Mazatlan.*
* Courses in Intensive Spanish,*
; Literature, History, Art and*
more. Summer Quarter (June~
* 26-Aug. 28). Application*
deadline June 1. For further*
information and application*
* forms, contact Peterson Hall*
~ 202, 963-3612.
~

Sawa 20%
'
(except Head)

Good color selection
Reg.

20% Off
School
&rm Ba11
Cle Elum-lhorp-EllensburgMorgan-Kittitas

Seattle
Seahawks

~
0

..., Primo

***************~

!
!

Tennis
Rackets

Jo11in1

s71s

Ski Dept.
Dyna Star Skis-;

'Ii Prioe
Ski Boots·

41% Off
Parkas

•x~t

Down

'lz Prill

•%

All other ski lt•ms-.

lff·
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Catalog
JOB FAIR
CIVIL SERVICE FILMS
fll AN INTERSTELL.A~ ,..,E£TfNC.
C."PTfllN BRON~[
CENTRAL'S FIFTH ANNUAL
The Staff Personnel Office is
ANC> <-f'PTAIP'C ~TARB\/C.~
JOB FAIR will be held on April 26,
iNTROP\JC.E T
w \IE
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p'.m. in the continuing a series of management-oriented, educational films
Cf..P'TAIN ~i AR 91J<.I(, THIS
Large Ballroom of the S.U.B.
u MY w 1 r e , ''( G u 113
Prospectiye employers attend- and discussions for those who
ing will be: The Bon Marche, direct the activities of civil service
Investors Diversified Services, . personnel. Dean Lyle Ball will be
Peoples Natfonal Bank of Wash- introducing the films and moderatington, J. C. Penney Co., Rainier ing a brief follow-up discussion
National Bank, Sears, Roebuck session.
· & · Co., State of WashingtonThe third film to be shown will
Department , of Personnel, U.S. be "Communication: The NonCivil Service Commission, Weyer- Verbal Agenda". It shows the
_h aeuser Company, Pinecrest . value of understanding nonverbal
Manor Nursing Home, Staff content in communication and
Personnel-C.W ..U., and U.S. helps managers interpret nonEXIT INTERVIEW
Navy and Pay N' Save Corpora- verbal messages in employee
EDUCATION C~NDIDATES
If this is your last quarter at
relations. It is offered on:
tion.
SUMMER COLLEGE
Central and you have received a
The following school districts
April 25 (Tues.), 10 a.m., S.U.B.
, Pre-registration for the Job Fair
WO~K/STUDY
EMPLOYMENT
,
.
National Direct Student Loan, you will have representatives at the '
will be from 12 noon to 4:30 p.m. 204-205 and April 26 (Wed.), 3
l
must make an app,o intment for an Placement Center to interview
on April 25; and from 9 a.m. to p.m., Library 152.
Those students interested in exit interview. Call the Office of interested candidates. The sign1:30 p.m. on April 26, in the S.U.B.
being placed on a college work/
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go up schedules are posted one week,
Pit Area. Information brochures
study job (part-tiine or full-time)
will be provided to all students
The Career Planning & Place- · for'the" summer may place their to the second floor of Mitchell Hall. to the day, before ttie arrival of the .
registering for the Job Fair. Reg- · ment Center · will present the names on a sign-up roster' in the
1978-79 SCHOLARSHIPS
interview.~rs on campus.
istration is open to all students- following two Job Search Work- Office of Student Employment, ·
The following organizations April .. Puyallup School, Dirtrict,
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, shops in Barge Hall, room 105. Barge Hall, room 101, between liave scholarships available for · Puyallup-Elementary & SeconJune graduates, as well as March 13 and April 21.
' seniors and graduates.
An 1978-79. For · further information dary.
.
NOTE: All faculty and staff graduate students, are encouraged information sheet will be available contact the Office of Financial April 20 ... Secret Harbor Farms,·
members are invited to attend the to attend. Each workshop is in explaining eligibility, process for Counseling and Financial Aid, Anacortes-Special Education
Job Fair.
three sessions.
Barge Hall, room 209, or call (K-12), Emotionally Dist.u rbed
applying, etc.
The Job Fair is being sponsored ARTS/SCIENCE CANDIDAT~S:
963-1611.
·
Boys (Adolescent).
April 24-4-5 p.m.
by the Business and Economics
The scholarship-granting organ- April 21 ... Grant County IED,
SUMMER N.D.S.L. LOAN
Club, Marketing Club, V.I.C.A.
April 25-4-5 p.in.
ization is listed, · followed by the Canyon City. Oregon-Speech
APPLICATIONS
(Collegiate), Phi Beta Lambda and
April 27-3:45-5 p.m.
amount and application deadline. Therapist, Reading & Special
the Career Planning & Placement
· Fashion Group, Inc. of Seattle.....:. , Education.
Kpplications for Suminer Quar- Varies-April.21.
Center.
EDUCATION CANDIDATES: .
. April 26 •... Lake Washington
ter National Direct Student Loans
Soil Conservation Society of Schools, Kirkland-Elementary &
may be picked up from March 13 to
1st Workshop
America-$500-May 15.
·
Secondary.
COMMUNITY GALLERY
April 23, in the Office of Financial
Fred G. Zahn Scholarship- April 27 ... Port Angeles School
Counseling and Financial Aid, Seattle First National Bank- District, Port Angeles-ElemenMay 1-3-4 p.m.
The gallery,_at 408 112 N. Pearl
Barge Hall, room 209. To qualify $1,500-May 1.
May 2-3-4 p.m.
tary (K-6), Reading Specialist,
Street, upstairs, will feature the
for a loan, applicants· must have
May 3-3-4: 15 p.m.
Washington Association of Cri- Resource
Room-Elementary
10,th annual exhibit of all Kittitas
been enrolled Spring Quarter,
2nd Workshop
minal Justice Educators-$300- (Special Educati~n_).
County Schools. Exhibit ends
1978, at Central. The deadline for May 1.
April 27· ... Clover Park School
April 29.
Regular hours:
submission of aid applications to
May 15-4-5 p.m.
Everett
Business
&
Professional
District,
Tacoma-Elementary/
Noon to 5 p.m., Tuesday through
the Office of Financial Aid is April Women-Virginia Blomquist _Me- Secondary.
May 16-4-5 p.m.
·
Saturday.
28.
May 16-3:4~-5 p.m.
morial-$300-April 23. .
April 27-28 ... Juneau School
Society of Professional Journal- District, Douglas, Alaska-Ele. ists-$500-April 30.
mentary: Reading & School
Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank Nurse, Secondary: Auto Shop/
Scholarship-Vai-ies-June 1. ·
Wood Shop, Jr. High Math & Art
Alpha Delta Kappa Scholar- (Half-Time),
· Administration:
ship-$200-May 1.
Principal-Alternative H.S., Coordinator-Pupil Personnel Service (Special Education).·
- BELLY DANCING CLASSES
Thursday evenings, 6-8 p.m. -in May 4 ... Mukilteo School District,
Everett-Group meeting for all
the Nicholson Pavilion, upstairs.
Classes are still open and being interested__ cand~da tes.
held. One can sign-up at the
1'101'
$UPPER.~
INTERVIEWS
Yakima Valley C_.C. office, at 200
~~ I
~
· '::ltlY
N. Pearl in Ellensburg, or at the
The following firms
have
next class-April 6.
representatives at the Placement
Very good for toning muscles; Center to interview interested
class worth 1 credit.
This course is designed to cover 'candidates. Sign-UJ> schedules ·
are posted one week, to the day,,
basics of the· ancient art of before
the arrival of the mterBelly Dancing. The'class is taught viewei:_s o_n campus.
by Patty Tabet, a Central student,
who is Lebanese and has danced April 20 ... - Aetna Casualty,
3ince she was a child. Miss Tabet Seattle-Claim', Underwriters,
was taught by her parents at an Auditors, InP,ustrial Technicianearly age and later took profes- Occupational Safety/Health.
,
sional lessons in the Tacoma area. April 25 ... Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Class is offered by Y.V.C. in
Seattle & Spokane-Credit Traincooperation with Central.
ee-Bachelor's. ,
I

.X•rated

A musical comedy

WHAT nm PRINCE SLIPPED CINDEREUA
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A
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Straw Hat.s
f(om $4.95 to $20.00
Sixes 6 1 /8-7 3/4
4th -& Main

962-2312
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PRESENTS THE BEST IN BEER
.

.

SERVING THE STUDENTS OF CENTRAL

FORTHE ·

LD.

; · ~ erever your thirst for life ·
takes you, make 'the · ·· ·
.... most of every day.
,,_ Go for the Gold.
#(?)'

**
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
**
**
**
APRIL 2-16
**
**
. 925-2222
**
**
DELIVER
Rick
134090
133873
** Tom
Shelli
133486
134363
Shelley
York
132142
134470
Steve
**
1========~~~===============
Bruce
133916
134189
Sandy
CANADIAN BACON??CANADIAN-STYLE BACON??
** Byron
133921
134240
Marty
CANADIAN BACON IS FROM THE FINEST PORK LOINS AND
Sally
134176
132642
John
**
Susie
134124
132613
IS CURED AND SMOKED FOR MANY DAYS,
Shelly
Randy
134826
132719
** Dave
Diane
THIS IS THE ONLY CANADIAN BACON WE USE AT PIZZA MIA
134864
132243
Cathy
Joe
132185
134011
**
Karen
134803
133565
CANADIAN-STYLE BACON IS USUALLY MADE FROM TURKEYS
Caroline
** Bill
Kurt
134853
133555
Paul
AND DYED AND FLAVORED TO TASTE SIMILAR TO
Cathy
133519
134061
Rick
**
Jeff
133507
134143
Lou
CANADIAN BACON
** Julie
132150
134123
Kelly
134121
134446
** Jim
PIZZA MIA USES ONL.Y CANADIAN BACON,
Kathy
134423
134024
Harold
Jim
132687
134842
IT
· COSTS M9RE, BUT WE FEEL 1rs WORTH IT
** . Lee
Jeff
132634
133657
Scott
ANOTHER REASON PIZZA MIA HAS
. 134205
* Jolmathan 133603
Janise
*** ·
THE
FINEST QUALITY PIZZAS AND GRINDERS
.•
l**********************************
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